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Executive Summary
This report aims at investigating theoretical and actual ways of empowering citizens and
communities throughout the disaster management cycle. Specifically, through an in-depth review
of the specialized literature, best practices and case studies, it reaches findings and
recommendations on effective empowerment practices for citizens and communities as part of
the disaster management process.
Valuing culture as an important factor in disasters is a relatively new area of research and debate.
How culture can enhance capacities in disasters (both citizen’s capacities and disaster manager’s
capacities) is even more recent. Research is piecemeal and difficult to draw out. It is much more
challenging to point to examples of culture supporting or enhancing disaster management.
Essentially, such enhancing is all about reducing mortality, injury and damage to property and
livelihoods, by either accounting for cultural factors (working around them or changing them for
example), or exploiting them (harnessing and nurturing functional elements). When thinking
about how culture can be an empowering force in the disaster process, it is important to
understand where and how culture is a problem. This report looks not only at how cultural needs
may be modified and integrated into disaster management practice, but also at how culture can
empower citizens per se.
The artificial creation of cultures (see Chapter One) can improve outcomes for citizens and
institutions affected by disasters by boosting their capacities. Disaster management practitioners
around the world are trying to develop artificial cultures such as a “culture of prevention”, a
“safety culture” and a “culture of resilience”. The use of the word “culture” here reflects an aim
to build or encourage patterns of behaviour that become innate in society, part of its way of life.
Any aim to empower citizens and assist disaster management practitioners should ideally
integrate into these initiatives, since they are part of the current disaster management discourse
and strategy.
A “culture of prevention” is now part of a broader and international strategic discourse of
“Disaster Risk Reduction” (DRR). This emphasis on prevention, in place of response, is much more
of a reality today. The influential Sendai Framework emphasises that such a culture can be
developed from the bottom up, as well as from the top down.
The term “safety culture” was first used to describe the endemic breakdown of safety practices
that led to the Chernobyl disaster. Many man-made disasters are caused and exacerbated by
poor safety practices brought on by incompetence, organisational culture or a lack of regulation
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for example. Developing a “culture of safety” is the common mantra of many organisations,
aimed at preventing disasters.
Building a “culture of resilience” is one of the most widely applied strategic approaches to
prevention and preparedness in disaster management. Resilient communities are, in a way, an
expression of empowerment. A resilient community is characterise by a process of mobilisation
and self-transformation with the aim ofa better control of adverse circumstances.
With reference to non-material culture (see Chapter Two), trust issues in disaster management
are of considerable importance. This review found that many of the solutions can be based on
approaches that empower individuals and communities.
There are times when citizens and communities are justified in their decision not to trust external
authorities. However, sometimes there are ways in which this distrust can be avoided. Some
studies suggest that strong social capital can help build trust, for example. Many projects show
the value of engaging community leaders (e.g. long-term residents, faith leaders, local council
members) in fostering trust between disaster management authorities (DMAs) and communities.
A community-based disaster management (CBDM) approach advocated in this WP recommends
that collaborating with community leaders (and other community citizens) is also one of the most
effective ways to tap into the local socio-cultural landscape. Where there is a total lack of trust in
an organisation to manage a hazard, “whistle-blowing” (the act of exposing unethical, illegal or
other “bad” behaviour in organisations) can be an empowering last resort for citizens.
Local identities are an intrinsic part of what constitutes a community and the collective capital of
a community. Local identities could also be seen as a particular type of social network. In this
way, they have an instinctive link to the establishment of resilience. Local identities can be a
critical source of support in coping with life transitions like disasters, by means of “emergent
shared social identities”, for example. In re-building a sense of “place”, both personal place
attachment and a collective feeling of community are important. By extension, the involvement
of the community in re-constructing local identities is equally important. Where communities are
involved, this is a form of empowerment. Finally, where attachment to place is strong, individuals
may be more encouraged to be(come) proactive.
The core processes and other dimensions of family units, such as communication styles, relational
patterns, routines or gender roles can become useful mechanisms for building capacities and
resilience across all stages of a disaster.
Family structure and composition influence social vulnerability and can be both a hindrance and
a resource when a disaster occurs.
Family values and belief systems can serve to protect and empower family members and others
around them, helping them to overcome and manage difficult circumstances. Families need
support in maintaining these roles, since family units may adjust well to disasters, and be able to
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protect, support and empower each other and the community, or the impacts could overwhelm
their abilities.
Disaster management may be more effective where rationalities are considered from a holistic
or cultural perspective, not just a scientific or technical one. Cultural rationality, for example,
acknowledges cultural values and cultural context, as well as scientific or technical knowledge, as
integral to decision-making. As such, it is a more holistic but complicated approach to making
decisions in disaster situations.
Information technology (IT) has transformed the way in which DMAs and citizens work with each
other. Perceptions of technologies relating to early warning systems and decision-making, for
example, vary for a variety of reasons, including organisational culture and personal cultural
beliefs, and can affect their adoption and efficiency.
In thinking about perceptions of nature, it is difficult not to talk about attitudes of fatalism.
Fatalists may believe that people are powerless against nature, that natural processes should be
respected and accepted. As a result, they are less likely to adopt survival behaviours in response
to a disaster. However, a fatalistic viewpoint may be functional, in stressful situations where
resources and support are limited.
Policy is directly affected by the belief systems of the government and local decision-makers.
Some world views put environmental protection as a low priority and thus, resources may not be
made available to adequately prevent disasters. Beliefs about climate change are the most
striking in this regard. Ideally, environmental protection is as much of a policy priority as
economic stability, however, in its absence, disaster prevention measures become more complex.
Social capital plays a vitally important role for disaster victims. It is the first resource people turn
to and strong social capital can improve chances of survival. Established and familiar social
networks are heavily utilised by citizens to get information about the disaster and to access
resources they need. Strengthening social capital may be the most effective way to mitigate the
impact of disasters, especially in vulnerable populations. Supporting the development of social
capital is an empowering and effective approach that builds the resilience and capacities of the
community. It can be developed deliberately and purposefully, but it is also the outcome of
structural positions, family and friendships. It is important for DMAs to better understand and
support these relief networks that are born in the community after a disaster.
Disasters are not only the possible consequence of natural/man-made hazards. Disasters are also
socio-culturally constructed, and they are political events as well. Many man-made disasters,
whilst clearly always under different circumstances, continue to show predictable patterns of
power abuse. DMAs need to integrate plans to identify and manage such abuses of power, in
order to better mitigate and contain disaster impacts.
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The formation of advocacy or pressure groups in the response stage may serve as an effective
empowerment mechanism to ensure “checks and balances” on power, and to minimise and limit
the spread of further harm. It could be more effective as a deterrent if community collaboration
was obligatory as a disaster management strategy (with a mandate to monitor ethical practices,
including power imbalances), or if community representation was obligatory in disaster
management decision-making. Citizen activism can also be a powerful way to redress power
imbalances.
Throughout the disasters literature, there are references to a differentiation of coping capacities
according to the cultural classifications of societies as collectivist or individualist. For example,
certain cultural traits are particularly important in coping with disasters, and certain national
cultures, or cultures of world regions, display these traits, such as Buddhist cultures. Some of
these traits include giving, sharing, self-reliance, capacity to serve others, spirituality and wellestablished social support networks. Spirituality, for example, also classified by some as
philosophical, intellectual or contemplative coping styles, has empowered survivors and helped
them recover, or has prevented psychosocial stress altogether.
Disaster management planning would benefit from understanding the macro nature of the
cultural belief system the affected community adheres to. Further, there may be attributes that
can be learned from these cultures, which can be applied more widely, in the context of building
cultures of resilience.
Disaster culture (see Chapter Three) has a huge role to play in contributing to community
resilience and sustainability and at the same time in protecting cultural heritage, reducing risk
and empowering citizens. The oral history or collective ancestral memory of disaster cultures are
part of a society’s cultural heritage.
Disaster culture includes national or regional adaptive strategies (as in Japan and the
Netherlands), as well as those occurring at the localised, community level and at an individual
level. Where DMAs channel the knowledge, skills and practices of a disaster culture, citizens and
communities necessarily become “critical stakeholders” in the formal disaster management
process, due to the essential local adaptive strategies they adopt and the knowledge of risks that
they hold. This is especially the case in relation to the built environment and land use planning.
Individuals in disaster culture communities also demonstrate modified behaviours when faced
with a disaster, because collectively, they are experienced in responding to the anticipated crisis.
In effect, they move from being common or passive citizens to actor citizens in the disaster
management process. This is commonly achieved by re-enacting roles adopted in previous
disasters and by drawing on collective memories about early warning signs, passed down through
oral traditions.
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Many scholars recommend involving property owners in construction and reconstruction of the
built environment before and after disasters. The participation of affected citizens in decisionmaking not only empowers them by giving them ownership of the process, but also allows for the
transfer of the valuable traditional technical skills that will ensure the sustainability of
construction.
Protecting cultural heritage, including the knowledge and skills developed in disaster cultures, is
not only useful for disaster management, but should be prioritised alongside other more common
concerns.
When thinking about how culture can empower people, it is important to consider how culture
affects the situation of the most vulnerable and marginalised populations in disasters. Two crucial
factors here are gender and age (see Chapter Four). Women are disproportionately affected by
disasters compared to men. Many studies have found that gender roles persist in disaster
situations and this may be a contributing factor to women’s disproportionate vulnerability. The
prevention and preparedness stages of the disaster cycle are the ideal time to tackle many issues
and causes of vulnerability amongst women. Solutions could include addressing gender-biased
planning and developing or nurturing capacities. For example, women appear to have stronger
social networks than men, which become a vital resource in the response and recovery stages.
The traditional, socially constructed gender roles assigned to women lead to their
characterisation as central figures in disasters and, as such, they are well placed to manage risk.
Children are especially vulnerable in disasters. As a minimum impact, a disaster is likely to be
severely disruptive to their everyday lives; interrupting education and family life and removing
familiar community references. Other children may lose care providers, have to live in temporary
housing for protracted lengths of time and have no finances. However, children and young people
can be (and often are) agents of change. Children, like all vulnerable groups, have existing
capacities which can be nurtured and can support more effective disaster management during all
disaster stages. Educating children about disaster risks is another approach to reducing their
vulnerability. It has increasingly become a central pillar of the DRR approach for many countries.
The main difficulties faced by elderly citizens in disasters tend to include social and economic
isolation (including access to resources) and physical and mental health issues. Elderly people
need to be listened to, have equal access to support and should be consulted more often. Elderly
people should be part of disaster planning, where they can make unique and useful contributions
for preparations, in terms of, for example, their memories of past hazard events. With regard to
physical mobility and isolation issues, DMAs could use an outreach approach, using likely support
networks and enquiring with civic, religious and other leaders. The physical difficulties that older
citizens face means that they need additional and adequate resources to cope. Elderly citizens
also have capacities that can be useful and better supported in disaster situations, but that may
be overlooked.
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The recognition of cultural influences and the acceptance of their impacts, both in impeding and
enhancing disaster management, must inevitably lead to a shared theoretical and practical
understanding of how to deal with and harness cultural differences in communities (see Chapter
Five). CBDM puts local communities at the heart of disaster management and it better promotes
sustainable disaster management for the long-term. The approach appears to both empower
communities and respect and exploit cultural factors in the following ways, among others; the
direct involvement of the community is the most important principle of CBDM and putting
affected communities at the heart of their own protection is argued to be a more effective
approach in mitigating impact and risk; CBDM is necessarily adaptable to the local context; the
assessment process takes account of differential risk perceptions, and a key component of
empowering affected communities and of CBDM is the need to enhance or cultivate local
capacities.
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Introduction

1. Institutional Framework
This report has been prepared by UoM with a support from the Laboratory of Citizenship Science
(LSC) as Work Package 7 ‘Citizens’ empowerment’ (WP7) coordinator and considering suggestions
received from the LIBRe Foundation, the City of Florence, the University of Novi Sad, the Law and
Internet Foundation, and the Valencia Police. The report is one of four to be produced within the
remit of WP7. The aim of the WP as a whole is to recommend effective empowerment practices
for citizens and communities as part of the disaster management process.
WP7 aims, specifically, to:
 Analyse the possibilities – and current practices – of how cultural aspects can enhance
the ability of citizens and communities to prepare themselves, respond efficiently, and
accelerate recovery processes;
 Provide recommendations for disaster managers on how cultural values can be used in
their day-to-day practice for enhancing citizen empowerment; and
 Provide substantial input for empowering citizens/communities through the Stakeholder
Assembly discussions and the Citizen Summits and for the Toolkit for disaster
stakeholders that will be prepared at the end of the project.
This will be achieved by the production of the four reports, corresponding to the four Tasks within
WP7. These explore the concept of empowerment (D7.1), the socio-economic and environmental
contexts of empowerment in disaster situations (D7.2), the role and positive functions of cultural
factors on empowerment (D7.3, i.e. this report) and a synthesised analysis of the preceding
findings, including recommendations (D7.4).
This report examines the role of cultural factors on empowerment during disasters, in particular,
how cultural factors can improve outcomes. The specific task of this report is to identify those
cultural factors that can enhance disaster management, both from a theoretical and an applied
standpoint. More specifically, the Description of Action (DoA) states:
Through an in-depth review of existing literature and case studies, this task will
specifically focus on the possibilities – and current practices – of how cultural factors can
enhance the ability of citizens and communities to prepare themselves, respond
efficiently and accelerate recovery processes. It will include an in-depth examination of
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cultural aspects such as e.g. trust, family values, material vs. non-material values, local
identities, or perceptions of nature and technology. As a result, the review will provide
substantial input for the Stakeholder Assemblies discussions.
The cultural aspects or traits that are referred to in the DoA include trust, family values, material
versus non-material values, local identities and perceptions of nature and technology. There are
a number of other non-material cultural factors, as well as material cultural factors that can help
prevent a disaster or help people prepare for, respond to and recover from disasters. These are
explored in each chapter.
Collectively, the four reports will contribute significantly to the overall comprehensive state-ofthe-art knowledge review being undertaken by WPs 2-4 and 6-8. In turn, these assist with topics
for debate and clarification at the Citizen Summits and Stakeholder Assemblies in WP5, which
feed into a practical and evidence-based Toolkit (WP9) aimed at disaster management
practitioners.
Since cultural factors often manifest themselves differently at different phases of the disaster
management cycle, where relevant, the report provides detailed solutions and recommendations
chronologically, according to the phase of the cycle. There are important differences that occur
at each stage, particularly with reference to the avoidance of disasters and preparations for the
mitigation and containment of impacts, which receive less intellectual debate with regard to
solutions.
During the prevention stage, efforts to avoid the escalation of risks and hazards requires a
heightened awareness of the underlying causes of disasters and of the responsibilities and
capacities to instigate change. This power to influence change in political worldviews or
organisational risk and safety cultures, for example, depends on the social position in society (e.g.
policy makers hold more power than common citizens), but also on whether or not disaster
prevention is enough of a priority and a motivator.
The preparedness stage should be characterised by a number of initiatives that build long-term
trust, develop social networks and curb the likelihood of abuses of power later on, for example.
The mechanisms and methods for achieving this at this stage are perhaps indicators of the extent
of community empowerment and the likelihood that it will continue when a disaster occurs.
Empowered communities working with DMAs that understand the socio-cultural contexts, will be
the ones collaboratively planning for disaster, drawing on local knowledge and skills, nurturing
existing capacities and developing effective communication channels between local leaders and
DMAs. Residents will be moving from common citizens to actor citizens, taking ownership of the
disaster management process. When a disaster occurs, these and other steps can lay the
groundwork for a more empowered and culturally sensitive response and recovery.
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The response stage bears witness to a climax of activity, stress and dependence on others, which
gradually leads into long-term recovery. Strong social and community capital can provide
lifesaving and ongoing support for those affected, in terms of providing trustworthy
communication channels and social and physical resources. Family units can provide nurturing
emotional support and key coping skills. Pre-existing capacities such as these need protection and
encouragement during both the response and recovery stages, for sustainable results.
When it comes to recovery, DMAs can take a number of procedural steps that will improve the
management of cultural issues in empowering ways, in terms of rescue and recovery efforts. For
example, they should collaborate closely with communities in decision-making for the future,
including involving them in re-building their “sense of place”, as well in transforming their physical
space and they should acknowledge and apply the wealth of knowledge, skills, and experience
that make many citizens the “experts” in disasters affecting them.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Main Concepts Used Throughout the Report
Disasters
Disasters are widely understood to be the consequence of a population and a hazard coming
together. The hazards that lead to a disaster can be natural or man-made in nature – for example,
floods, earthquakes, and risk situations in industry or transport. All of these types of disasters
have been considered in this report.
It was also decided that the report would consider disasters from all over the world, since there
are cases that demonstrate transferable learning, in terms of how European countries can benefit
from lessons learned outside Europe. It was felt that for this deliverable, analysing European case
studies at the expense of non-European ones would limit the conclusions unnecessarily, in the
context of cultural factors and empowerment. Some cultural factors that shape individual and
community responses to disasters are more pronounced in non-European communities. Gender
issues and belief systems are two such examples (the need to take a look outside Europe was also
noted for D4.2 for the same reason (p.88/21 of the DoA). A global perspective is, therefore, an
important addition to the report.
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Culture
“Culture” as a concept permeates the entirety of the CARISMAND project. In this project, culture
is defined according to the World Disasters Report 2014 as follows: culture “consists of beliefs,
attitudes, values and their associated behaviours, that are shared by a significant number of
people in hazard-affected places. Culture in relation to risk refers to the ways that people
interpret and live with risk, and how their perceptions, attitudes and behaviours influence their
vulnerability to hazards”1. The authors of the World Disaster Report apply an all-encompassing
understanding of culture and draw on the salient aspects, where appropriate, to the subject of
disaster management. The report states, beyond the definition adopted in the CARISMAND
project, that “social, political and organizational structures are part of the process by which
culture is ‘created’ and through which it operates”2. It is not for this report to grapple with the
definition in detail, which remains widely contested. Instead, the project embraces the
complexity of the concept and draws on the definition and wider debate outlined in the World
Disasters Report 2014 throughout the outputs of the project.

Cultural Factors
With a definition of culture in mind, what is then meant when talking about “cultural factors” in
the context of disasters? Are gender roles a cultural issue? When is a “cultural factor” in fact more
of a psychological trait, or a sociological phenomenon and does it matter? It is important to be
able to make these distinctions to some extent.
Disaster management authorities (including national civil protection authorities, local authorities,
LEAs, government, charities, NGOs and international organisations, hereafter referred to as
Disaster Management Authorities (DMAs), unless delineation is required) are most concerned
with how people will behave when faced with a risk or disaster. Sometimes they are confounded
by the decisions taken by citizens, which may be placing them in greater danger. Socio-cultural
factors are the explanation for some of these decisions. However, factors relating to innate, i.e.
non-learnt, psychology can also explain some reactions, as can social or political factors.
Managing innate psychological factors, being different to managing cultural ones, is outside the
scope of this report.
Further, Brown3 posits that a number of “cultural” factors are not unique to groups of people,
but constitute “human universals”. These include gender roles, collective identities, body
adornment, and attempts to control the weather and the existence of leaders, property, conflict,
1

Cannon, T. Schipper, E. L. F. Bankoff, G. & Kruger, F. (2014). World Disasters Report 2014. Focus on culture and
risk. Lyon, France, p.14.
2

Ibid., p.13.

3

Brown, D.E. (1991). Human Universals. New York: McGraw-Hill.
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and marriage, for example. Brown also argues that these unique cultural aspects are in fact
universal to all cultures, without exception. Gender roles are socially constructed, but are also
influenced by culture and thus fall into a grey area.
These are some examples of how cultural factors are difficult to pinpoint. Most academic fields
recognise that the study of culture is inherently multidisciplinary and often has considerable
overlap with other disciplines. Many cultural issues that would in social science fall more into the
sphere of sociology or psychology than anthropology need to be considered in disaster
management.
Cultural, or socio-cultural, factors and how they affect the behaviour of citizens in a disaster
mainly concern the spatially unique behaviour of a person or group of people and their
(collectively) unique rationalisation of decisions. Scott usefully refers to this as “acting on
common sense”:
A simple way of thinking about why individuals and communities act and react as they do
is to consider that they are, more often than not, acting on common sense. In this context,
culture can be seen as common sense, or the shared understanding or ―sense of what
should be done in any particular situation, which is most commonly held within a society.
The challenge of disaster professionals is to become familiar with the common sense of the
communities for which they are responsible4.
As Scott concludes, DMAs need to understand the culture or “common sense” of the communities
in which they are working. Members of a community recognise and can even predict the habits
and behaviours of their own cultural group, and as such, they are an essential resource for DMAs,
who often arrive in the community from outside the area.
This report seeks to identify a range of the most important cultural factors and issues that can
contribute to people empowerment for a more effective and needs-based disaster management
approach. These include trust, family values, material and non-material values, local identities
and perceptions of nature and technology, which are stipulated in the DoA. In addition, attitudes
to risk, social capital, power relations, disaster culture and several frameworks for disaster
management are explored, including the development of artificial cultures and Community-Based
Disaster Management (CBDM). In addition, issues and recommendations towards reducing
vulnerability due to gender and age are presented.

4

Scott, J. C. (2007). Concept Paper: Importance of Cultural Competency in Disaster Management Paper presented
at the Consensus Building Meeting for the Cultural Competence for Disaster Preparedness and Crisis Response
(CCDPCR) project. [no date], p.5
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Empowerment
This report is not a discussion of “empowerment”, which is examined extensively in D7.1.
However, many of the points made in D7.1 are clearly important for this task and have been
drawn out where relevant.
D7.1 discusses the concept of empowerment, as well as exploring how it relates to, or how it can
assist in, disaster management. The report highlights that the role of common citizens and
communities in their own management of a disaster is central to empowerment principles, as
follows: “to be as much as possible effective, local communities must be supported into analysing
their hazardous conditions, their vulnerabilities and capacities … and into how to intervene at the
different stages” (p.6).
Disaster management approaches are, since the 1970s, beginning to appreciate the value of
placing local people in the decision-making process, in part because of cultural barriers. For
example, the rationalities and priorities of citizens can appear to be at odds with the objectives
of disaster management, when citizens do not adhere to recommendations or instructions.
Placing local people in the disaster management process is an important example of how culture
can work for empowerment in disaster management. Such placing could be preceded by a citizen,
or "actor citizen", training in relevant groups: an instruction for the "reaction", for example, as in
the drills in Mexico that have avoided a greater tragedy in the recent earthquake.
D7.1 identifies many ways in which citizens and communities can and have empowered
themselves in disaster situations, where “common” citizens become “actor” citizens, proactively
taking on roles in disaster management networks. For example, the CBDM approach is advocated
as embodying empowerment principles and, as such, perhaps one of the better disaster
management frameworks for DMAs. It talks about how citizens can and should be “critical
stakeholders” in disaster management programmes.
The report argues that whilst citizens can empower themselves, for example psychologically
(drawing on internal strengths to make decisions) and politically (implementing knowledge to
make decisions), empowerment by definition connects people and promotes collective decisionmaking. Empowerment, whilst a wide-ranging concept, is about increasing people’s autonomy
and power, promoting proactive behaviour, expanding freedom of choice or action and enabling
the ability to transform.

Culture and Empowerment
Culture is important to consider alongside empowerment. As the report notes, empowerment is
conditioned by the cultural context. This has the result that there cannot realistically be a
“common” understanding of what an empowered community or individual looks like, for
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example. Perceptions and behaviours vary across and within cultures. The report also observes
that empowerment “emerg[es] from relationships in particular places and organisations”, such
as in families, churches or neighbourhoods. Culture is also manifested in these and other places
and spaces. Scaling this principle up, beyond the citizen and the community, empowerment is
also determined, shaped and controlled by institutions, law and policy and national government.
The empowerment of citizens and communities in disaster situations is dependent on the sociocultural context of all entities involved in disaster management, as well as being dependent on
personal strengths and capacities.
WP7 largely concerns those people who are resident or working in the vicinity of a disaster – i.e.
the citizens and communities most affected by it. Each sub-task focuses on how to empower
populations to help themselves, or to aid DMAs in providing support for those communities. Thus,
organisations and institutions and the way in which they operate in disasters are not a primary
focus of the WP. However, the recommendations from the WP are to be given to DMAs for their
“day-to-day practice”, in order to enhance citizen empowerment. Thus, it is pertinent to
acknowledge at least if, and how, cultural factors are acknowledged by organisations. Where
useful, cultural factors that are more relevant to how organisations can improve disaster
management and citizen empowerment are noted.

2.2. Culture as an Empowering Force in Disaster Management
Anthropologists began taking an interest in disaster studies after the Second World War and again
around the 1980s. Kasdan remarks that the value of works such as Torry 5 and Quarantelli6, was
in diversifying disaster studies, to acknowledge that “Disaster Risk Management (DRM) was not
solely a “hard science” issue”7. The acknowledgement of the “social” in disaster studies, i.e. that
disasters are socially constructed processes, perhaps inevitably lead on to the consideration of
cultural aspects. However, the need for a project such as this, that explicitly and exclusively
outlines how DMAs can incorporate culture into their everyday practice, is evidence in itself, that
culture remains an under-appreciated factor in disaster management strategies.
Most of the literature focuses on trying to boost the credibility and validity of cultural factors as
pivotal to disaster management. Culture can act both as a hindrance to disaster management and
a support. There is general agreement that all cultural considerations need to be more central to
disaster management in order to prevent and mitigate risk and aid response and recovery.

5

Torry, W. I. (1979). Anthropology and disaster research. Disasters, 3(1), 43-52.

6

Quarantelli, E. (1979). Some needed cross-cultural studies of emergency time disaster behavior: a first step.
Disasters, 3(3), 307-314.
7

Kasdan, D. O. (2016). Considering socio-cultural factors of disaster risk management. Disaster Prevention and
Management: An International Journal, 25(4), 464-477. doi: 10.1108/DPM-03-2016-0055, p.467.
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There are often many assumptions on the part of DMAs. In particular, there is an assumption that
citizens will perceive and respond to risks and then disaster impact “appropriately”. However,
socio-cultural factors play a major part in why this is not always the case, and why it is imperative
that DMAs, as well as and perhaps more than the affected populations, shift their thinking and
practice, with regard to what is appropriate. As stated by Cannon et al., disaster risk reduction
(DRR) organisations:
consider themselves to be rational and scientific in their outlook and that it is clearly
everyone’s priority to minimize those risks. But it is much more complex than this and,
although most DRR organizations will admit to this complexity, it is not always apparent
that they do much about it in practice.8
There are a number of reasons why culture is an important factor in the study of disasters.
Disasters and their social causes of disasters have become more of a problem nowadays. The
combination of population growth and climate change (combined with many other factors, such
as the up-scaling of expected life conditions in emerging economies) mean that people are more
vulnerable and hazards are more frequent. Also, disasters affect people in different ways; a
hurricane can pass over three different countries in the Caribbean with very different results,
depending on the extent of vulnerability before and following disaster impact. We can
immediately conceive of political, economic and social reasons why this is the case, but cultural
norms, customs, worldviews and habits (among other factors) also play their part. Overall, it has
become more important to understand the social element of risk, response and recovery and the
cultural contexts that influence people and their social behaviour.
In arguing that culture is vital to effective disaster management approaches, there are multiple
and obvious examples of how culture can act as a barrier to disaster management, that can
ultimately lead to greater loss of life or property. For example, some citizens might build on
hazard-prone locations because they are forced to make their livelihood there; some believe their
fate is “in God’s hands”; others may not respond to early warning messages because they do not
trust the rule of law or cannot relate to the language or communication style of the messages. A
great deal of research effort is spent on investigating how cultural factors increase risk and
vulnerability. There is considerably less research that specifically discusses the merits of cultural
factors in disasters.
Valuing culture as an important factor in disasters is a relatively new area of research and debate.
How culture can enhance capacities in disasters (both citizen’s capacities and disaster manager’s
capacities) is even more recent. Research is piecemeal and difficult to draw out. It is much more
challenging to point to examples of culture supporting or enhancing disaster management, or
citizen capacities.

8
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What is actually meant by culture “enhancing” the abilities of citizens in disasters? Essentially, it
is all about reducing mortality, injury and damage to property and livelihoods, by either
accounting for cultural factors (working around them or changing them for example), or
exploiting them (harnessing and nurturing functional elements). Thus, solutions to cultural
barriers are outlined in the report, but also, culture as the solution in itself. Additional metrics
that measure how culture enhances capabilities can include better mitigation of risk, greater
awareness of hazards, improved safety measures, improved relations between actors, improved
coping capacities, more empowered communities and citizens and improved capacities.
WP9, with particular reference to the development of the Toolkit, also mentions that “specific
focus is to be put on exploring how to anticipate and identify solutions to cultural problems that
may arise in the event of an emergency”. When thinking about how culture can be an
empowering force in the disaster process, it is important to understand where and how culture
is a problem. In the context of building resiliency, “it is the ability to navigate and negotiate these
stresses and threats that leads to … resiliency”9. There may be ways to change behaviours that
are culturally rooted, and DMAs can be more sensitive to cultural needs, for example, as Kasdan
points out; “trying to change a nation’s culture may be an overwhelming task, but knowing the
culture in order to tailor DRM policy for a particular context can serve as an effective approach”10.
Making DMAs and people more aware of cultural barriers that decrease disaster management
effectiveness and increase vulnerability and risk, is a key concern for the project. This report looks
not only at how cultural needs may be modified and integrated into disaster management
practice, but at how culture can empower citizens per se. This is in line with Warner and Engel’s
understanding, that “culture and cultural diversity … are not just a challenge creating barriers,
but are in fact reservoirs of available assets that people have available to them to prevent,
mitigate, prepare for, cope with and adapt to disaster risks – cognitively and practically”11.
Ultimately, they suggest that “culture should not be seen as a hindrance, but as a pool of
resources”12.
Social networks, social capital and social identities, all heavily influenced by culture, can help to
empower citizens in disaster situations. It is a well-known fact that most citizens in disasters are
saved by nearby family, friends, neighbours or passers-by – up to 99% in an earthquake13. This is,
in part, because people “rise to important challenges and bridge the gaps that formal responders
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cannot”14. A number of studies suggest that certain cultural contexts, such as Buddhist societies,
can be more functional in disaster scenarios, as compared to other cultural contexts. Finally,
“disaster culture”, which refers to the newly embedded behaviours, knowledge and skills
developed in response to disasters, is also an important cultural resource. These are some
examples of how culture can empower citizens, which are discussed in more detail throughout
the report.

3. Methodological Framework
3.1 Sources and Academic Fields
The subject of disasters, particularly with reference to cultural factors and empowerment, is
inherently multidisciplinary. There are many pertinent and interesting academic lenses to be
applied, indeed, that must be applied, to the problems surrounding the intersection of these
fields. As such, this report was compiled using academic and grey literature, including case
studies, from a wide range of sources, which were sought out using a grounded theory approach.
Literature searching was therefore initially broad-based, whereby no particular discipline,
institution or country for example, was favoured over others, to allow for full immersion, limited
exclusion of data and the inductive development of themes. Academic databases that were used
included “Emerald Insight”, “Ingenta Connect” and “Google Scholar”, amongst others. The fields
of anthropology, geography, sociology, psychology and disaster science in its own right, have
heavily informed this report. Other less relevant fields that emerged included nursing, psychiatry
and other health fields. Texts were also sourced from grey literature, such as websites devoted
to disaster or empowerment issues and government or institutional reports.
The search strategy began by allowing keywords to extract a wide range of texts that were then
manually filtered according to a number of standard criteria. Search terms then narrowed and
became more specific, to explore specific gaps in themes. The search terms used were fairly
prescriptive, as they were based on the task description (including, e.g., current practice and best
practice), the tagging list (including, e.g., specific cultural factors, disaster phases and types),
empowerment principles and discussions from previous consortium meetings. Filtering criteria
included, for example, quality of research, relevance of findings and recommendations, overlap
with other WPs and a requirement for repetition of findings and themes across the literature.
It was notable that only a handful of sources considered the topics using recognised disaster cycle
stages (prevention, preparedness, response, recovery) in an analytical and consistent way. This
14
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revealed gaps in the research. For example, it was found that in fact, most of the texts
concentrated on the response stage.
There was a need for this task to separate out the issues, problems or barriers for DMAs from the
factors that can “enhance”, improve or correct disaster management practices. Essentially, this
meant looking at solutions and best practice, rather than problems. This revealed another,
perhaps unsurprising, gap: that research, in particular academic research, overwhelmingly
favours the study of problems, rather than solutions, in disaster studies.

3.2 Key Questions
The main question that this report strives to answer is: how can “culture” serve to empower
citizens and assist DMAs? It is known that culture can act as a barrier to DMAs and the disaster
management process, but this question aims to uncover instead how culture can be functional
and useful for empowerment in disaster situations, as well as how problematic issues can be
better navigated.
As part of that aim, the report also considers several other questions. For example, what are the
most relevant cultural and empowerment considerations for DMAs and citizens? This text
provides a relatively short summary of the main cultural and empowerment considerations that
were uncovered in the available literature. Certain cultural factors already identified earlier in the
project have now been expanded to include social capital, power relations and disaster culture
for example. These appeared time and again as important factors in relation to empowerment in
disasters. It is also important, in answering this question, to consider specific groups who are
rendered powerless by the disaster process, as a result of socio-cultural context. Vulnerability is
thus also explored in relation to gender and age. These are merely examples of the numerous
vulnerable groups affected.
Another important objective of the report is to explore the different ways in which culture and
empowerment can be useful for disasters. D7.1 has already provided many of the answers around
how empowerment can improve outcomes in disasters. Can our particular customs, values and
ways of life also enable us in some way, to take control of our circumstances, as both individuals
and communities, when faced with hazards and disasters? Early in the exploration of the
literature, it became clear that two points are particularly important in answering this question.
One is that cultural obstacles, such as the way in which traditions “interfere” with response
efforts, need to be overcome in a number of ways, including by means of empowering individuals
and communities. The other one is that cultural factors include various localised skills, knowledge
and behaviours that themselves empower people or that are functional in their own right.
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This report is not intended to be an exhaustive outline of the ways in which culture and
empowerment intersect to assist citizens and DMAs. Instead, it aims to provide an overview of
some of the main issues, practice and solutions in this regard.

4. The Structure of the Report
The report structure aims to reflect the main findings that emerged from the in-depth literature
and case study review, whilst at the same time accounting for the requirements for the Toolkit
(WP9). As such, as much as possible, findings are presented in a way that is useful for integration
with the Toolkit. Each chapter addresses specific themes that emerged from the literature review
as meriting inclusion.
Chapter One describes the development of artificial cultures, whereby current policy frameworks
attempt to force the development of behaviour changes in populations, that are then embedded
in policy, practice and mind-sets in order to better prevent or respond to disasters.
Chapter Two looks in-depth at all of the intangible or non-material cultural factors that are
specified in both the task description and the “tagging list” prepared for the toolkit design, as well
as others that emerged as important during the immersion in the literature. These various value
systems, perceptions and customs that contribute to local culture, play an important role
throughout the disaster cycle. Sub-sections are loosely structured into (a) issues affecting DMAs
and (b) solutions.
Chapter Three draws attention to “disaster cultures”; a state whereby adapted behaviours and
practices naturally evolve to become normalised and habitual, either in preparation for recurring
disasters or in response to them. These cultural attributes and capacities can be utilised by DMAs
by making affected citizens “critical stakeholders” in the management process. Communities
themselves have also demonstrated how they collectively manage their own environment and
responses, without external interventions, drawing on the knowledge and skills that were
adopted as part of their culture.
Chapter Four addresses the question how some demographic characteristics, either inherited or
modified according to socio-cultural processes, can dis-empower certain individuals in disasters.
Gender and age are two such characteristics, which are included exclusively here. The report
identifies some of the ways in which women in particular, children and the elderly are
disproportionately vulnerable, as well as how they can be better empowered in disaster
situations.
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Finally, Chapter Five takes a closer look at CBDM, as a holistic approach to disaster management
that is recommended by this WP. The report specifically draws out the ways in which a CBDM
framework accounts for cultural factors and empowers communities.
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CHAPTER ONE: Artificial Cultures
The artificial creation of cultures can improve outcomes for citizens and institutions affected by
disasters by boosting their capacities. Disaster management practitioners around the world are
trying to develop artificial cultures such as a “culture of prevention”, a “safety culture” and a
“culture of resilience”, which are each explored below. The use of the word “culture” here reflects
an aim to build or encourage patterns of behaviour that become innate in society, part of its way
of life. As such, it is perhaps a useful, top-down attempt to improve the capacities and capabilities
of citizens and organisations and the disaster management community (however based, often,
on a bottom-up approach). Any aim to empower citizens and disaster management practitioners,
should ideally integrate into these initiatives, since they are part of the current disaster
management discourse and strategy. Disaster cultures, discussed in more detail in Chapter Three,
can work hand in hand with attempts to develop cultures of resilience, prevention and safety to
make disaster management more effective and empowering. Local communities are best placed
to advise “outsiders” with regard to the management of their environment and it is this principle
which can improve effectiveness.

1. A Culture of Prevention
In 1999, Kofi Annan commented that:
More effective prevention strategies would save not only tens of billions of dollars, but save
tens of thousands of lives. Funds currently spent on intervention and relief could be
devoted to enhancing equitable and sustainable development instead, which would further
reduce the risk for war and disaster. Building a culture of prevention is not easy, however.
While the costs of prevention have to be paid in the present, its benefits lie in a distant
future. Moreover, the benefits are not tangible; they are the disasters that do not happen15.
This emphasis of prevention, in place of response, is much more of a reality today. A “culture of
prevention” is now part of a broader and international strategic discourse of “Disaster Risk

15
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Reduction” (DRR), which “aims to reduce the damage caused by natural hazards like earthquakes,
floods, droughts and cyclones, through an ethic of prevention”16.
Arguably, a “culture of prevention” is primarily the responsibility of institutions and governments.
Essential actions that “enhance equitable and sustainable development”17, such as land
management and the regulation of the private sector (for example with nuclear and oil
companies), involves leadership from the top, strategic direction and effective law and policy.
However, the influential Sendai Framework emphasises that such a culture can be developed
from the bottom up, as well as from the top down. For example, it calls for States to encourage
all national stakeholders to “contribute to and support” a culture of prevention18. It also
recommends the international development of “effective global and regional campaigns as
instruments for public awareness and education … to promote a culture of disaster prevention
…”19. Accordingly, a number of initiatives are aimed at schools, with the belief that “disaster risk
reduction begins at school” through institutionalising a culture of prevention 20.

2. A Culture of Safety
The term “safety culture” was first used to describe the endemic breakdown of safety practices
that led to the Chernobyl disaster. Many man-made disasters are caused and exacerbated by
poor safety practices brought on by incompetence, organisational culture or a lack of regulation
for example. Oil disasters like the Exxon-Valdez oil spill and the BP Deepwater oil spill and nuclear
disasters such as Chernobyl and even Fukushima, can all be traced back to a lack of effective
safety measures. Thus, many of these disasters are preventable. Developing a “culture of safety”
is the common mantra of many organisations, to prevent disasters, and in some countries would
come under the broader policy of “health and safety”.
The UN Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015, the predecessor to the Sendai Framework, had
five priorities. Strand three directly called for the development of a “culture of safety”, as follows:
“use knowledge, innovation and education to build a culture of safety and resilience at all
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levels”21. As Hopkins states, the approach has to go hand-in-hand with a clear understanding that
institutions themselves must lead by example: “… it is only if the organisational element is seen
as a fundamental, that the concept of safety culture can be of any value in avoiding disaster in
hazardous industries”22.
While there are measures that citizens can take to prevent disasters, hazard management cannot
only be the responsibility of workers and individuals. Hurricane Katrina (a natural hazard) and the
Hillsborough football stadium disaster (a man-made hazard) are two examples that demonstrate
how cultures of prevention and safety need also to extend to organisations, as well as state
governments, more widely. They also illustrate the complexities and intangible benefits of
developing such cultures that Kofi Annan refers to. Indeed, the study of organisational culture, in
its own right, may provide further answers as to how to develop effective safety and prevention
cultures.
Hurricane Katrina showed that departments, such as town planning, have a responsibility to
develop localities that are safe and that take precautions against possible hazards, such as
hurricanes and earthquakes. However, historic urban development strategies that “privileged
economic gain over environmental security and sustainability”23 meant that flood plains were
urbanised and inhabited, largely by minority populations. It is widely agreed that many of the
impacts of Hurricane Katrina could have been mitigated or prevented and that certain socioeconomic groups were unfairly affected.
The Hillsborough disaster in April 1989 saw 96 football fans crushed to death and over 700 fans
injured, at the Hillsborough football stadium in Sheffield. It took 27 years to establish that the
design of the stadium was unsafe and that the crowds were not effectively managed by police,
who had control of the exits. Richardson24 suggested that this was an “organisationally-induced”
disaster and that the organisational culture in the UK (at that time, at least) directly contradicted
what was practically necessary for the prevention of disasters. He suggests in detail how each
preventative action that should have occurred can be aligned to managerial beliefs which directly
contradict the safety culture that was needed. Amongst his “ten cultural causes of
21
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organisationally-induced disasters” was the “managerial belief” that the organisation cannot
afford to pay for safety, whilst juxtaposed with the “disaster reality” that if it does not invest in
safety measures, it will pay later.
As a last example, the Netherlands has a safety culture that is very advanced, with regard to their
flood defence system. However, Warner and Engel25 argue that, even where this is the case,
failures can and are occurring. They describe this as a “safety paradox”, whereby too much faith
can be put in a protection scheme. The result is the promotion of “irresponsible behaviour like
building in areas increasingly vulnerable to flooding”26, as is happening in the Netherlands. They
argue that “this ‘safety paradox’ is very much tied together with socio-cultural beliefs and
artefacts”27.

3. A Culture of Resilience
Building a “culture of resilience” is one of the most widely applied strategic approaches to
prevention and preparedness in disaster management. Resilience is generally defined as the
ability to overcome stress and adversity. Implicit in the definition is that the stressful and adverse
circumstances are repeated time and again. As such, and particularly in the context of disasters,
resilience is perhaps more usefully concerned with being prepared for the next time adversity
occurs. Resilient communities are, in a way, an expression of empowerment. A resilient
community has mobilised and transformed itself to better control adverse circumstances. This
link between resilience and empowerment has also been pointed out in D7.1. As such, the
principle of building resilience to mitigate the impacts of a disaster are clearly valuable.
Encouraging a culture of resilience is part of a broader DRR approach described above. The EU is
heavily invested in building “cultures of resilience” as part of its DRR strategies 28. It is also seen
as an investment in social capital (examined infra at pp. 42-46).
The training, or capacity building dimension of DRR, is an important one in relation to culture and
empowerment. Before the 1990s, risk reduction took a top-down, technical and “expert”
oriented approach that involved national civil protection and emergency management
authorities almost exclusively. Since then, citizens and communities have become a more central
focus of capacity building, as public authorities acknowledged that a top-down approach was not
25
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influencing behaviour enough29. The relatively new approach instead aims at “reinforcing a form
of resilience that citizens could enact on their own”30. The UN Hyogo Framework of 2005 outlined
this ethos, as follows: “disasters can be substantially reduced if people are well informed and
motivated to adopt a culture of disaster prevention and resilience”31. Again, this shift from an
“expert” imposed model to one that gives citizens more power over their own livelihoods would
appear to be a more culture-centric one that mitigates disaster impact, whilst appreciating
differences amongst citizens. Strong social capital is also an important factor for the development
of resilience in communities and is discussed in more detail in Chapter Two.
Benadusi outlines several arguments of caution against developing a culture of resilience, focused
on the use of untested projects, a shift of responsibility of disaster management onto citizens and
the over-use of buzzwords such as “resilience”. The article notes the centrality of disaster
education (DE) in promoting resilience at the community level and warns that; “the DE sector is
enjoying a period of explosive growth, with boundaries that are still being deﬁned and many
initiatives that are in the early experimentation phase”32. She suggests that the concept of
resilience, and the role of disaster education in it, “could end up absolving public institutions of
their responsibilities in a period of rising ‘disaster capitalism’”33. Clearly, there needs to be a
careful balance of responsibilities and roles in the pursuit of a culture of resilience.
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CHAPTER TWO: Non-Material Culture
Culture includes both material and non-material aspects. The non-material, or intangible, aspects
include belief systems, behaviours, practices, values, customs, attitudes and other social
manifestations. This report looks in detail at intangible cultural factors already mentioned in the
DoA – trust, family values, material and non-material values, local identities, and perceptions of
nature and technology. It also identifies the importance of aspects including social capital,
attitudes towards risk, power relations, local knowledge, gender and collective memory, in so far
as they can be either a significant hindrance to disaster management or a resource for improved
outcomes that involve elements of empowerment.

1. Trust
Trust issues in disaster management are of considerable importance. This review found that many
of the solutions can be based on approaches that empower individuals and communities.
Trust is an issue with regard to safety practices. Many man-made disasters can be avoided if there
are effective safety policies and regulations in place. Safety is taken more seriously by some
governments and employers than others and many societies arguably also tend to place too much
trust in authorities to protect citizens, although this is often coupled with a lack of power to force
any changes in behaviour or policy.
Perhaps we all have experiences ranging from cringing to being impressed, in front of
construction sites, as we compare them using our own cultural frame of reference. Most people
are forced into hazardous environments, whether through work or lack of alternatives (e.g. living
near a chemical/oil plant). Many of us, though, are also guilty of knowingly putting ourselves at
risk, even when we distrust an environment or those responsible for our safety (e.g. visiting
countries or localities with low safety standards or hazardous environments). These issues can
contribute to a lack of proper oversight, apathy, negligence, neglect or deliberate disregard for
safety. A casual attitude towards safety then leads to further distrust, as mistakes that lead to
disasters need to be “managed” and may be covered up.
The solutions to the above problems are not straightforward. Where there is a total lack of trust
in an organisation to manage a hazard, “whistle-blowing” (the act of exposing unethical, illegal or
other “bad” behaviour in organisations) can be an empowering last resort for citizens. Vinten,
through disaster case studies in the oil, nuclear, aircraft and other industries, discusses how often,
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citizens have tried to speak up but were unsuccessful, as follows: “It is clear in many of these
cases that there were individuals in the know, who may have spoken up, but been over‐ruled or
silenced”34. He argues however, that whistle-blowing is not adequately legislated for in many
countries and recommends that: “organisations need to internalise whistle-blowing as part of
their natural systems and procedures, and codes of practice assist in this regard, as long as they
are more than window‐dressing”35.
Another issue concerning trust relates to risk communication between key decision makers and
the victims, with the aim of mitigating and containing further damage. In particular, trust is
essential to enable effective mutual sharing of information about the disaster, and to enable
evacuation, other safety measures and timely decisions36. Research shows that risk
communication relies heavily on trust, as Gultom suggests: “disaster communication strongly
requires trust for rapid decision making during critical times”37. Even using a CBDM approach,
with limited intervention from external DMAs, communication within communities requires
internal trust. Trust also comes into play with regard to meeting fundamental socio-cultural
needs; citizens need to trust their rescuers to make rapid, but also ethical and sensitive decisions
to protect their dignity and human rights.
It has been acknowledged that culture affects trust in not only the content, but also the source
of disaster communication information. Citizens tend not to trust the unfamiliar in disaster
situations, with regards to risk communication. They are most likely to trust, and therefore to
listen to, those who care about the community. For example, a study in India found that citizens
tend to trust sources or agencies that care about the community’s interests38. As such, DMAs
need to carefully consider how information is relayed, paying attention to popularly trusted
sources and communication methods.
Trust is difficult to gain by outsiders “because trust establishment is a long-term process that
includes a history with a specific audience”39. Gultom describes how this can result in inaction, as
follows: “people … are unlikely to pay attention and act on information provided by someone in
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whom they have a lack of trust; this will prevent the transformation of the information provided
into usable knowledge”40.
Instead, those affected tend to look for alternative information, from people they do trust.
Warner and Engel believe this is due to differing cultural frames of reference: “… different
communities reach for their own sub-cultural reservoir and network and find it difficult to cooperate with external networks characterized by different sub-cultures”41.
This is an important point for communicating evacuation information or warning levels, for
example. It means, essentially, that although DMAs may believe they have informed communities
of the risks and actions to be taken, citizens may not believe it or act on it.
DMAs often withhold information during the response stage, in order to avoid panic42 and this
contributes to a lack of trust. This fear of panic however, has been repeatedly discounted as rare
and also counter-intuitive. For example, Sandman asserts that panic is an “emotion so
ungovernable it leads to behavior damaging to oneself and perhaps to others … panic just because
somebody was candid about a high-magnitude low-probability risk is virtually unheard of”43.
Experience shows that people tend to react sensibly to the prospect of a serious crisis, as Figueroa
explains: “more often than not, telling people about a possible worst-case scenario is more likely
to reassure them than to fret them”44.
The Fukushima disaster broke the trust of society, in part because authorities wanted to avoid
panic45. The impacts and ongoing health risks were downplayed and were not contained, as
authorities claimed. Following the disaster, weeks went by before authorities increased the
severity rating of the disaster and months passed before they announced that one of the reactors
went into meltdown on day one46. This was compounded by a “failure to openly speculate about
probable events and worst-case scenarios”47. These were the main failures that meant citizens
could not make informed choices and ultimately led to distrust in the information they received.
The short and long-term failures of DMAs in Japan following the Fukushima disaster mean that
as people tried to recover, two thirds of Japanese people would prefer that nuclear power is
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replaced with alternative energy sources48; that, several months after the incident, distrust
around radiation impacts on food, health and the environment continued; and ultimately, “trust
toward the government and the nuclear industry will be very difficult to gain”49.
There are times when citizens and communities are justified in their decision not to trust external
authorities. However, sometimes there are ways in which this distrust can be avoided and the
field of disaster management has already taken steps to address some of these aspects.
International disaster management approaches have shifted from providing generic information
to homogenous populations using traditional means, to paying more attention to socio-cultural
differences among citizens, who require a variety of risk communication strategies.
Some studies suggest that strong social capital can help build trust: “social capital embedded in
the personal relationships of an affected community actually has critical roles in encouraging
trust”50. Gultom also maintains that “culture-embedded communication” that incorporates
cultural values can also encourage trust.
Many projects show the value of engaging community leaders (e.g. long-term residents, faith
leaders, local council members) in fostering trust between DMAs and communities. For example;
“these leaders can help identify activities in which the community is already interested and
involved as people might be more receptive to preparedness campaigns and more likely to
understand the relevancy of emergency management to their lives”51.
The cited report describes how community leaders can be the “critical link” between DMAs and
citizens. They could also influence citizens to become actor citizens and pass on preparedness
training efforts. In Ohio, which has one of the largest populations of Somalis in the USA, the
Somali citizens requested that the Regional Planning Commission consults with community
leaders in their community for preparation and response functions, because “they were the
foremost sources of trustworthy communication”52.
A CBDM approach advocated in this WP recommends that collaborating with community leaders
(and other community citizens) is also one of the most effective ways to tap into the local sociocultural landscape. For example, local citizens can help identify changing needs and capacities. As
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Gultom states, external organisations “… should engage local actors because they can identify
useful local knowledge to accelerate the process of trust establishment”53.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) recommends several measures to ensure
that collaborative partnerships between community organisations and DMAs are sustainable,
with the aim of trust development. The most important points, they suggest, are finding shared
problems to solve during the prevention and preparation stages and sustaining the motivations
and incentives to collaborate54.
A pilot project of the Indonesian Tsunami Early Warning System (InaTEWS) provides some useful
practice with regard to collaboration55. Based on first-hand experience from the pilot, during
2006-2009, the authors make several useful observations about trust establishment between
local citizens and the practitioners who aimed to empower citizens by developing local capacities,
as part of the community’s preparations in anticipation of a tsunami.
Trust in the end-to-end early warning system was found to be critical to how people responded.
Citizens will only trust the system if they are fully aware and informed of its role and how it works,
and they see the technology and the abilities of the DMAs as credible. With regard to the
functionality of the system, the authors found that the content of the warning messages “requires
adjustment to local conditions in terms of wording and language”56. They also recommended
clear, open and continuous awareness-raising about the usefulness of the system, warning that
“overstating what InaTEWS can do, or understating what it cannot do, will decrease trust in and
credibility of the system in the long run”57. This included being open about false alarm warnings.
Many of the critical effectiveness factors of the system were directly related to enabling
communities to work with DMAs. This was found to be the most effective mechanism to reach
citizens and because of the value they bring to the process. They recommend that actor citizens
and organisations can “bring the people’s needs and expectations into the preparedness planning
process”58; can be the bridge to reach out to local citizens; can “accelerat[e] the development of
tsunami preparedness and early warning at the local level”59 through advocacy and project work,
particularly when local government is inadequate; and, in general, can increase credibility, and
influence and provide access to the wider community, bring new ideas and contribute to
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sustainable preparedness efforts. As such, the authors were advocating the empowerment of the
community.

2. Local Identities
Local identities relate to a person’s sense of attachment to groups or spaces that have shared and
distinct meanings for those connected to them. The shared or communal meanings and values
could be a result of language, social class, music or geography, for example, and could also be
known as subcultures. Local identities are an intrinsic part of what constitutes a community and
the collective capital of a community. Local identities could also be seen as a particular type of
social network. In this way, local identities have an instinctive link to the establishment of
resilience and to notions of empowerment.
The UN-Habitat report, which explores urban safety and security60, raises several noteworthy
points in relation to local identities. It stresses the importance of understanding the variations in
behaviour and in the constructions of meaning between subcultures, in the context of disasters.
Members of subcultures, such as gangs or castes, will perceive justice differently and
communicate in very different styles, for example. It suggests that these cultural differences are
also determined by gender roles. Women in caste systems and men in gangs face their own
challenges relating to identity in these groups. It would appear that, in particular, familiarity with
the culture of these local identities will be of vital importance, if strategies such as the
development of cultures of prevention, resilience and safety, are to be accepted by local
subcultures.
Strong local identities can also contribute to the causes of disasters like civil conflicts, terrorism
or mass shootings. These man-made disasters evolve through the growth of nationalist
sentiments, increasing marginalisation or ethnic disputes, for example. Understanding the role of
local identities in the development of discord and violence is an important consideration for the
prevention of these disasters.
Many citizens find they are forced to relocate themselves and their families away from their home
following a disaster. Whole communities may have to relocate elsewhere. This can result in an
identity crisis for those affected, whereby their own culture, community relationships and sense
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of attachment with place are no longer available or accessible to them. Emotionally and
psychologically, this can be likened to a period of grieving61.
Even for those survivors who choose to remain in the locality where the disaster hit, their sense
of place and local identity will never be the same. Some or all of the spaces and groups that were
familiar to them, that provided comfort, support and personal history, may no longer exist, with
the result that “home” becomes just a house, for example. As Ramsay et al. state; “the confusion
that follows disaster can threaten identity and rapidly undo people's sense of who they are and
where they belong”62.
Local identities, however, can also be a critical source of support in coping with life transitions
like disasters63. Drury writes extensively and authoritatively about collective resilience,
particularly crowd responses to disasters and hazards, in terms of whether people will cooperate
or compete. He found that “emergent shared social identity is the basis of the cooperative and
coordinated behaviour frequently observed in emergencies and disasters”, which is likely due to
a sense of a “common fate”64. His findings have led to a number of concrete recommendations
for DMAs:
First, emergency planners needed to accommodate the public urge to help. As well as being
necessary, this could build unity and trust. Second, in order to have collective agency, the
crowd requires information to act. People caught up in emergencies want information and
feel anxious without that information. Third, trust was necessary. In the research on
chemical incidents, the more professional responders were seen as legitimate by members
of the public, the more the public came to share a social identity with them 65.
In re-building a sense of “place”, both personal place attachment and a collective feeling of
community are important66. By extension, the involvement of the community in re-constructing
local identities is important. Where communities are involved, Prewitt Diaz and Dayal suggest this
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is a form of empowerment, as follows; “the reestablishment of ‘sense of place’ is a form of
empowerment of the community in moving ahead”67, and they argue, it is the most sustainable
approach for the long-term.
The authors go on to say that from a psycho-social perspective, participatory assessment is most
commonly used to help re-establish a sense of place. This is a process whereby disaster affected
communities undertake their own local assessments to establish what tangible and intangible
resources they have left (e.g. “communal facilities, personal and family buildings, assets and
liabilities”), and most importantly, that they then plan the rebuilding of their community, or their
“shared vision for the future ‘place’” (e.g. schools, parks, etc.).
There are many practical and specific measures suggested that can also aid the process of
recovering a sense of place. These include: older community members sharing stories with the
younger generation; community gatherings to share information about customs and traditions;
group identification of networks of support; group design of the ideal “model” community and
subsequent action plans to achieve it68. Individuals with a strong attachment to place may also
be more encouraged to be(come) proactive, as follows; “attachment to place leads to greater
efforts at community revitalisation, as well as altruism and community spirit”69.
Preserving the physical environment that is left and restoring it sensitively is also important in
terms of local identity. Town planners should respect the local identities that existed prior to a
disaster, when re-building. Reconstructing “space” to its prior state can help survivors reconstruct
their own sense of “place”, and mitigate, or avoid, some of the issues of identity loss. Almukhtar
posits that the preservation of the urban landscape can be a form of resilience and, as such,
stakeholders should consider the multiple place-identities of survivors, when redesigning
disaster-struck localities70.

3. Family Values
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Miller71 describes some of the common disaster impacts on families. Shared belief systems can
become strained as individuals rationalise the events in different ways (e.g. losing or
strengthening faith); family separations impact on roles and responsibilities so that perhaps
different family members have to become the main breadwinner; and resettlement can mean
the family becomes separated as family members search for work.
Reid describes how family structure and composition influence social vulnerability and can be
both a hindrance and a resource when a disaster occurs. Large families may be more vulnerable
because of the number of people to provide for, but “may also be a resource when more formal
assistance is not adequate”72.
Family units can be made up of a huge range of people and the interpretation of the word “family”
also means different things in different societies. They also vary in their value systems. The core
processes and other dimensions such as communication styles, relational patterns, routines or
gender roles can become useful mechanisms for building capacities and resilience across all
stages of a disaster.
Family values and belief systems can serve to protect and empower family members and others
around them, helping them to overcome and manage difficult circumstances. Families can be “a
refuge and safe harbour for processing and holding complex emotional reactions”73. The various
values, skills and qualities learned within many families can also be useful when faced with a
crisis, such as a disaster. These can include open communication, clear roles and boundaries, the
ability to express and respond to feelings and emotions, and collective problem-solving
capacities”74. These attributes can all contribute to an individual’s capacity to cope with
devastating circumstances and their ability to help others in the community. Again, these
attributes are dynamic and tested in disaster situations.
A conference entitled “Empowering young women for peacebuilding and conflict prevention”
addressed gender issues, but also empowering factors around family values, in the context of
conflicts, a man-made intentional hazard. The summarised overview of the conference details
some of the recommendations from the expert speakers75.
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The head of the Principles and Values Department of the International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies (Dr.Katrien Beeckmann) recommended that “values-based skills”,
which are needed in conflict situations, had to be learnt from within families. Cited examples of
practical skills included “active listening, nonviolent problem solving, inclusion of fathers in
household activities”.
Another speaker (Dr.Nurit Hirschfeld-Skupinsky) emphasised the critical role of “love”,
“nurturing” or “healing” in relation to a “culture of peace”. He suggested that it was the “critical
element” and had not been successfully transmitted via the UN institutions, but that families
instead could successfully impart these values:
It is that factor of empathy, self-sacrifice and living a life of responsible citizenship learned
in the context of mother/father’s love and the natural family support system that assures
“empowerment” or even “human rights” its place in the culture of peace.76
Families need support in maintaining these capacities and roles, since, as Miller warns,
heightened emotions can affect relations, which is “compounded by the tendency of disasterrelated stress to lower the reservoirs of compassion in the family’s emotional caretakers”77. In
essence, family units may adjust well to disasters, and be able to protect, support and empower
each other and the community, or the impacts could overwhelm their abilities.
Building resilience in families is different to doing the same for individuals. It is a process more
than it is a “set of inherent, static traits” and there is a need to consider the wider social networks
associated with all members of the family78. Miller calls this “community integrity”, where
“integrity” is defined as the social infrastructure of communities. This includes “safety, quality
institutions for family members (schools, health care facilities), civic associations, vibrant and
informal social networks, and jobs and adequate public transportation to access the jobs”79. He
advocates that “family resilience is deeply dependent on community integrity”80 and stresses the
importance of re-building community integrity for the long-term recovery of families, and in
particular for “collectivist” cultures, because the family unit is as important as the individual.
Similarly, Kayser et al.81 found that Indian families that were affected by the 2004 Tsunami were
stronger and better able to recover when they could return to “normal” as quickly as possible.
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4. Perceptions of Nature and Technology
Perceptions of nature and technology on the part of DMAs and citizens play a profound role in
their ability to adequately react to crises. Seeing nature as something so much bigger and stronger
than humans that natural disasters are inevitable and impossible to deal with can paralyse
people’s will to resist and, as shown below (p. 40), significantly jeopardise disaster management
activities.
As far as the perceptions of technology are concerned, WP3 looks in detail into how cultural
factors influence the adoption of technology, its perception by the stakeholders and how DMAs
could make better use of it. For instance, D3.1 has identified that mobile phones can empower
certain groups in rural areas82 and the ways in which technology is adopted according to gender
divides83. Moreover the way in which technology adoption influences people empowerment is
deeply dealt with in D7.1 and D7.2. This report has, therefore, avoided any overlap by referring
only to those aspects not already discussed by WP3 to date.
The first point to make is that disaster management may be more effective where rationalities
are considered from a holistic or cultural perspective, not just a scientific or technical one. In the
field of risk communication for example, Plough and Krimsky introduce the concept of “cultural
rationality”84. They point out that “scientific rationality” had dominated discourse in risk
communication, in particular in risk assessments. It is described as a framework that dictates
communication in one direction, aiming to “bring public beliefs in line with expert views” 85 and
operating “as if it can act independently of popular culture in constructing risk analysis” 86. A
cultural rationality, on the other hand, is one that acknowledges cultural values and cultural
context, as well as scientific or technical knowledge, as integral to decision-making. As such, it is
a more holistic but complicated approach to making decisions in disaster situations.
The World Disasters Report of 2014 gave an example of how cultural context enabled technology
to circumvent cultural barriers that are also likely to be gendered. On Lake Victoria, sudden
storms put the lives of fisher folk and others at risk on a daily basis. However, many fisher folk
cannot swim and will not take lifejackets in the fishing boat. Several cultural reasons are put
forward for this. For men in particular, though, the report suggests that they may not want to
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learn how to swim or use safety equipment, since that can make them look “weak”. The Mobile
Weather Alert app, which notifies fisher folk of weather conditions via a traffic light system, has
gone some way in reversing peer pressure, so that ignoring the app may now make the men look
weak87.
Without first understanding the logic of the fisher folk, it may appear irrational that they would
not learn to swim or wear lifejackets. Getting to know why citizens act as they do is thus of vital
importance, if protection measures are to work. Further, “… response agencies will have to accept
and engage with the different logics and rationalities that people rely on in the face of risk” 88. The
World Disasters Report 2014 points out that organisational culture needs to change “by not
assuming that the people we are supporting are ‘irrational’ but instead accepting that they have
different rationalities”89.
Information technology (IT) has transformed the way in which DMAs and citizens work with each
other. Perceptions of technologies relating to early warning systems and decision-making, for
example, vary for a variety of reasons, including organisational culture and personal cultural
beliefs, and can affect their adoption and efficiency.
Early warning and other IT-based systems used for disaster management often depend on the
sharing of knowledge across agencies and institutions and the success of this communication is
dependent on the “professional culture” of disaster management organisations90. Marincioni has
identified four cultural approaches to the application of IT to disaster communications, based on
a survey of 96 U.S. and Italian emergency management agencies, which may be useful theoretical
lenses for other organisations to define and understand their own approaches, with regard to
cultural factors.
The study found that, depending on their perceptions of nature and technology, the DMAs’
perceptions could be put into one of four cultural framings. These ranged from viewing IT as a
panacea for communications and emergency management (the techno-centric perspective), to
those who view it as merely gadgets (the eco-centric perspective). In between were the
“geographic” and “anthropocentric” perspectives. Techno-centrics aim to control nature through
infrastructure improvements and technical responses to impacts, with technology playing a
central role. Eco-centrics rely less heavily on IT, prioritising interpersonal human resources
instead, with the aim of helping communities adapt to natural cycles that result in disasters.
Perceptions of early warning systems can also mitigate or increase risk from a hazard. Citizens
may view an early warning system negatively, for example that it is “useless, obsolete,
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incoherent, [or] faulty”91. In general, people will doubt warnings based on factors that are either
people-centred, risk-centred or system-centred. For example, citizens may be less likely to
respond to warnings about man-made disasters than natural disasters, because their
expectations that a technological or systems-based risk will be managed are higher. The rationale
is that being prepared for a natural hazard is easier to accept, because it is “inevitable” 92. Arru
suggests that the complexity of behaviours based on perceptions of early warning systems is not
sufficiently taken into account in their design93.

5. Attitudes to Risk
International disaster management strategies are framed around a discourse of risk reduction
and studies exploring risk and vulnerability in the context of disasters are prolific. Indeed, WP4
deals separately with risk perceptions and “risk cultures”, including what role cultural factors play
in shaping perceptions of risk. The WP explores some of the cultural theoretical typologies of risk
that, for example, categorise perceptions of risk according to four types – individualists,
hierarchists, egalitarians and fatalists94. Fatalism, for example, at first appears to be a belief
system that has only the worst consequences for those who hold it. A fatalistic person tends to
view the disaster process as inevitable, unavoidable and/or deserved and there is usually a link
to spirituality. They may believe that people are powerless against nature, that natural processes
should be respected and accepted. As a result, they are less likely to adopt survival behaviours in
response to a disaster. However, a fatalistic viewpoint may be functional, in stressful situations
where resources and support are limited. Kagitcibasi hypothesised that fatalist tendencies
amongst impoverished Turks could “provide psychological relief and social solidarity”95 because
they cannot rely on early warning systems and cannot afford to relocate, for example.
Fatalism can be likened to the concept of “Karma” in Buddhism, whereby events are
(pre)determined by individual actions. One study found that for survivors in Thailand and Sri
Lanka, following the 2004 Tsunami, “this belief helped provide something of an explanation for
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the event and a protective effect against anxiety and depression”96. Neria et al.97 contend that
this finding is not unique.
WP4 includes the consideration of how risk perceptions influence the apparently instinctive and
intuitive behaviour of (would-be) victims of a disaster. Despite the prominence of this topic, many
scholars contend that risk cultures are mostly ignored. To avoid duplication, this topic has not
been explored in more detail here.
It may be useful to draw attention however, to the way in which world views, or attitudes to risk,
can affect national and international disaster prevention strategies. With regard to government
institutions, policy is directly affected by the belief systems of the government and local decisionmakers. Some world views put environmental protection as a low priority and thus, resources
may not be made available to adequately prevent disasters. Beliefs about climate change are the
most striking in this regard.
Oliver-Smith98 argues that it is the neo-liberal political systems many societies support that are
often at odds with risk reduction objectives. He maintains that the public sector has a major role
to play in the strategies that reduce risk, but that deregulation, privatization and economic
liberalization undermine them. He posits that governments need to pay more attention to the
drivers of disasters, to the underlying causes of vulnerability and to prioritise these in policy and
planning. This is an overwhelming task, as he points out:
…the question remains as to whether the political and economic structures of any nation
can, even in the face of devastating loss and destruction, truly come to grips with a
hegemonic cultural construct that dictates and conditions the terms on which the forms
and practices of human and environmental relations are organised.99
The World Development Report 2014 also discusses the impacts of political belief systems on
disaster prevention policies. The report states how some politicians in the UK and the U.S. are
“climate change deniers” and it is this cultural belief that has led to, or could lead to, a lack of
preventative measures to protect people and the environment from disasters. Indeed in 2017,
we are witnessing a new shift in relations, as the current U.S. administration moves away from
international efforts to minimise the damage caused by climate change.
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Having an awareness of these cultural contexts is a crucial step towards improving prevention
measures. Ideally, environmental protection is as much of a policy priority as economic stability,
however, in its absence, disaster prevention measures become more complex. For example, the
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies have included pursuing
“humanitarian diplomacy to prevent and reduce vulnerability in a globalised world” as one of
their three “enabling actions” to deliver their strategic aims of “enabling healthy and safe living”
among others100.

6. Social Capital
Social capital is defined by Oxforddictionaries.com as “the networks of relationships among
people who live and work in a particular society, enabling that society to function effectively”.
Warner and Engel outline how social capital is linked to culture and also to empowerment:
Access to relevant resources, whether during or after a disaster are tied to people.
Networks are, in turn, tied to cultures - professional, ideological, affective - that influence
how people will operate in an emergency and the resources they eventually have access to.
They inform how people (self)-organise and improvise in the face of disaster.101
Social capital plays a vitally important role for disaster victims. Warner and Engel maintain it is
the first resource people turn to: “In the hour of need and often all throughout recovery, people
have to rely on their social cultural networks; their social capital to overcome whatever disaster
they lived”102. There are several ways in which social capital has been shown to help citizens.
Most lives are saved by other community members rather than DMAs: “experience shows that
the most effective life-saving efforts are usually carried out by the affected populations
themselves, during and after a disaster”103. These networks of volunteers may also continue to
operate during the recovery stage. Strong social capital can be an advantage in these situations,
as Veszteg et al. note: “…scholars have argued that communities with a larger stock of social
capital tend to be more efficient in post-disaster rescue and relief work”104. It is therefore
100
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important for DMAs to better understand and support these relief networks that are borne in the
community, after a disaster.
Social networks can also be particularly useful in conflict situations, both in surviving immediate
threats and in rebuilding communities post-conflict. Ewert105 describes how an inter-faith and
inter-community humanitarian assistance programme in Syria was critical in building social
cohesion and consequently may have also saved lives. In Syria, pre-2014, the Lebanese Forum for
Development, Culture and Dialogue formed an interfaith network to organise and distribute
humanitarian assistance in Qalamoun. At one point, “forces aligned with the opposition” took
control of vehicles. Muslims in the interfaith network transported non-Muslims to safe villages,
in their own vehicles, when it was felt too unsafe that they remain. On another occasion, a Syrian
Orthodox church was guarded by the DeirAttieh’s Muslim community, who barred entry to
militants. Ewert suggests that it was the inter-faith collaboration that led to these actions of social
solidarity:
It is reasonable to assume that the consequences of the Battle for Qalamoun would have
been far greater than the mere destruction of property without the network of intercommunity and inter-faith partnerships facilitated through the local organization and
distribution of humanitarian assistance.106
During the recovery phase, people are often still drawing on their community and other networks
to aid their recuperation. A number of studies suggest this element is vitally important for
recuperation and resilience. Following the Chilean earthquake and tsunami in 2010, social capital
resources were identified as the foremost factor in overcoming the impacts of the disaster107.
Further, “it became clear that those households recovering in isolation recover slower than those
with increasing access to, for instance, social and political capital”108. The authors’
recommendations in this regard are clear:
For Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) plans, policies and practices to be effective they largely
depend on the socio-cultural capacity of the affected communities. In areas where these
dimensions are strong, they should be nourished and maintained, while in areas where they
are not they should be promoted and strengthened. Ensuring adequate socio-cultural
structures and acknowledging their importance will allow for enhanced community
resilience.109
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Aldrich agrees, arguing that strengthening social capital may be the most effective way to
mitigate the impact of disasters, especially in vulnerable populations. He claims that the role of
social capital in recovery and reconstruction is greater than factors such as “economic resources,
assistance from the government or outside agencies, and low levels of damage”110.
In the context of disaster communication, social capital can be useful for DMAs in public
education campaigns, as Zakour and Gillespie note: “high levels of community-mindedness, sense
of community, or community bonds facilitate the dissemination of preparedness measures” 111.
There are many studies which find that established and familiar social networks are heavily
utilised by citizens to get information about the disaster and to access resources they need.
Kirschenbaum, for example, talks about how community leaders act as “gatekeepers” of disaster
information in social networks and thus play a vital role in determining decisions made by those
affected, as well as determining their behaviours:
Their position in the information chain can be decisive in affecting disaster decisions of
family, friend and neighbouring networks … Depending on what information is absorbed
and passed along, gatekeepers define and influence the actions of its members to
disasters.112
This is one of the reasons why involving community leaders in relief efforts is commonly
recommended. Engaging with these gatekeepers of information is one way in which DMAs can
reach local citizens. They could be new or established community leaders, radio DJs (as D3.1
points out, radio is used heavily in broadcasting disaster and other important information), or
someone with the last working television or mobile phone, among others.
Supporting the development of social capital is an empowering and effective approach that builds
the resilience and capacities of the community. It can be developed deliberately and purposefully,
but it is also the outcome of structural positions, family and friendships113. The characteristics of
social capital include reciprocal links, supportive elements, inter-organisational activity,
dynamism and cooperative decision-making114. According to Norris et al.115, the specific nature
of social networks is important. Dense or highly connected networks such as “hubs”, for example,
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can decrease resilience because they can be destroyed more easily. Taking a systems perspective,
they suggest “the happy medium may be loosely coupled organizations (to better respond to local
needs) that are able to coordinate or collaborate (to facilitate access to their resources)”116. Thus,
deliberate efforts to develop effective community networks should focus on these elements.
DMAs might first do well to assess the presence and nature (or strength) of community social
capital and of the density of active citizenship, before promoting community participation.
One case example in Haiti warns how social networks, in the aftermath of a crisis, can take on
their own momentum and need mechanisms of accountability and independent assistance, to
ensure equitable resource allocation and abuse avoidance. After the earthquake in January 2010
that rendered around 1.5 million people homeless, survivors built camps and formed
management committees, mostly without external involvement. They became the “gatekeepers”
for resource distribution in the camps and, at the same time, managed the registration of the
displaced populations and resolved conflicts. Ewert explains how they were preferred over UN
agencies or NGOs because resource distribution was tailored to meet the needs of the most
vulnerable, whilst the former agencies strategy was “mass distribution”. Months later, however,
there were abuses of power in the management committees and rival committees formed, such
that “by six months, most of them had spent their social capital and outlived their usefulness”117.
The author reflects that government should have been more involved, but that “the state became
completely paralyzed”118. He recommends that “in a different setting, a more rural setting, a
community of disaster survivors might be able to recover and thrive over the long term without
assistance. But in ultra-densely populated Port-au-Prince, true recovery is impossible without the
assistance of state planning”119.

7. Power Relations
Disasters are not only the possible consequence of natural/man-made hazards. Disasters are also
socio-culturally constructed, and they are political events as well120. For example, DMAs, the
media, entrepreneurs and other stakeholders, control the dissemination of information about
the disaster. By extension, and in other ways, they also hold some control over the “social
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production of meaning”121. Thus, “disaster communication” or “risk communication” are worthy
topics in themselves (explored in detail by WP8). Button argues that feelings of uncertainty are
deliberately produced in some disaster situations, as an ideological tactic, which becomes part of
a public relations or political strategy. In essence, “politically generated uncertainty reconfigures
both the landscape of disaster and our social arrangements. In the process, it inflicts greater harm
in the wake of disasters and makes effective response difficult”122.
The intentional production of confusion and uncertainty among affected communities is an
important example of how power relations can be exploited. Many man-made disasters, whilst
clearly always under different circumstances, continue to show predictable patterns of power
abuse. DMAs need to integrate plans to identify and manage such abuses of power, in order to
better mitigate and contain disaster impacts.
It is a complex and sensitive task to be able to manage abuses of power, since stakeholders are
multiple and high ranking and the disaster and management processes unfold constantly and
unpredictably, amongst other reasons. For example, in response to the unfolding Exxon-Valdez
oil spill in 1989, it was President George H. W. Bush who requested that Exxon itself should
manage the oil spill clean-up. Many of those affected felt this was “putting the fox in charge of
the chicken coop”123. The negligent attitude to safety by the company, as shown below, shows
how this comment had some merit.
The Exxon-Valdez oil spill affected 24 marginalised coastal communities of Alaska, devastated the
pristine wilderness along 2,100 km of coastline and a further 28,000 km2 of ocean. A lack of preexisting safety measures were such that “the response effort was crippled from the beginning”124.
Although there should have been, there was no “response station”, an out of action response
boat, not enough boom (to be placed as a barrier between the oil and targeted areas for
protection) and a disbanded response team. The Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation was also similarly unprepared with a lack of staff and equipment.
Button found that this was not merely a case of neglect or lack of incentive. Instead, it was likely
that Exxon had over-promised in their public relations efforts; first wooing local communities to
accept a new marine terminal and then placating them in the aftermath of the spill, despite that
the scale of the disaster surpassed contingency plans. He concludes that “had all of these
response systems been in place, the Exxon-Valdez might have remained a small chapter in the
history of oil spills. However, the contingency plans were largely blue smoke and mirrors”125.
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One of the most noteworthy aspects of power abuse, besides the neglect of safety measures, is
in the way in which information is communicated to affected communities and other
stakeholders. This is the arena of “cover-ups” in all its forms of, for example, collusion,
withholding information, lying, and delaying communication. The BP Deepwater oil spill in 2010,
as an example, broke records in the extent of the spill, but also in the fines and criminal charges
brought against a company, for negligence and reckless conduct, including lying to the US
Congress. These included costs and fines amounting to more than $50 billion, four years of
government monitoring, and manslaughter and misdemeanour charges126.
Many of these issues fall into the realm of “risk communication”. WP8 explores this topic,
including best practice to overcome these issues, so is not discussed here. Instead, it may be
worth drawing attention to one of the ways, in which communities organise themselves
collectively, to challenge some of the power abuses. The formation of advocacy or pressure
groups in the response stage may serve as an effective empowerment mechanism to ensure
“checks and balances” on power, and to minimise and limit the spread of further harm.
Meeting and sharing information and experiences with other victims can establish that the
response efforts are being well-received, or that there are ways in which communities can be
useful to the response team, for example. On the other hand, it could also reveal that certain
populations or ways of life are being neglected by response efforts, that legitimate concerns
about impact are not being addressed, or that there are deliberate attempts to minimise damage
to reputation at the expense of those affected.
A review of a number of case studies, such as Hurricane Katrina and the Fukushima nuclear
disaster, show that when concerned citizens formed activist groups, they were able to have their
concerns heard, draw attention to unethical practices and limit further damage.
After Hurricane Katrina, approximately 275,000 displaced residents were housed temporarily in
trailers provided by FEMA. The trailers were manufactured hastily, using materials from abroad
that had high levels of formaldehyde. The residents suffered severe respiratory problems as a
result, but their concerns were not taken seriously. Even though the manufacturers and FEMA
were unaware of the underlying problem, the mounting evidence that was presented to them
was repeatedly ignored. The residents undertook their own testing of formaldehyde levels, found
that 83% of the 52 caravans had formaldehyde levels that were as much as 10 times normal
indoor concentrations, and published the results.
FEMA continued to deny a problem and eventually, with media and other pressure, Congress
began a legal process against them127. As appears to be often the case, those private companies
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or public bodies with responsibility for the residents’ welfare, but also the inconvenient
consequences of re-housing them, were pressured into transparency and accountability. The
“Sierra Club”, which published the research, was critical to redressing the power imbalances. As
Button states: “for this story to unfold, [it] required the initiative of trailer occupants”128.
The ambiguous communication from Japanese authorities during the Fukushima disaster led to
distrust in official information like radiation levels in the air and safe levels of radiation for
children129. In response, a “surge of associations”130 emerged, including “Safecast”, which is “a
global volunteer-centred citizen science project working to empower people with data”131, and
the Fukushima Network for Protecting Children from Radiation (FNPCR). Safecast produced
radiation maps that were available for free and online. The citizens’ distrust was well-founded.
Amongst other decisions that were an abuse of their position in power, the Japanese authorities
deliberately withheld projections for the direction of the radioactive plume, which caused
evacuations to more dangerous areas132. As time passed, “the public would learn that the crisis
was far from being contained”133 and doubts were later confirmed. Several investigations
revealed corruption, collusion and negligence in the circumstances surrounding the disaster,
including on the part of the regulators.
The consequences of the disasters mentioned here show how important it is to have control over
the socio-cultural aspect of power relations. Formally monitoring and managing power relations
as a preparatory measure may help reduce disaster impacts. Some of the major issues that need
to be considered at the preparedness stage include more effective and transparent regulations,
enforcement and monitoring of safety measures and practices for “worst-case” scenarios, as well
as greater incentives for compliance, both within and outside private industry.
Citizen activism can also be a powerful way to redress power imbalances. It may not always be
necessary, and it is far from ideal, to take aggressive action borne out of frustration and injustice.
Perhaps it could be more effective as a deterrent if community collaboration was obligatory as a
disaster management strategy (with a mandate to monitor ethical practices, including power
imbalances), or if community representation was obligatory in disaster management decisionmaking.
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8. Material v. Non-Material Values
Non-material values include those such as compassion, nonviolence, dignity and generosity.
Material values cover three domains - “the use of possessions to judge the success of others and
oneself, the centrality of possessions in a person’s life, and the belief that possessions and their
acquisition lead to happiness and life satisfaction”134.
These sets of values closely correspond with whether societies are more collectivist (e.g. Japan
and China) or individualist in nature (e.g. the United States). Within Europe, arguably,
individualism is stronger in East European countries these days than in their West European
counterparts.
Throughout the disasters literature, there are references to a differentiation of coping capacities
according to these cultural classifications. For example, James and Paton135 talk about how
certain cultural traits are particularly important in coping with disasters, and how certain national
cultures, or cultures of world regions, display these traits. The article references Buddhist
cultures, the “Hakka spirit” of the second largest ethnic tribe in Taiwan, and communities in
Myanmar and Taiwan.
The authors make a positive link with recovery efforts and the “Buddhist cultural context”, for
example: “The Buddhist cultural context with its emphasis on giving, sharing and selfless action
on behalf of others has been signiﬁcant in revitalizing community relationships”136. They suggest
that Hakka people, the second largest ethnic group in Taiwan, also have “several pertinent
characteristics”137 that are hugely important in supporting resilience. Notable aspects of the
“Hakka spirit” that “facilitate more effective coping capacity” include self-reliance, capacity to
serve others, spirituality and well-established social support networks. They argue that in
collectivist societies, social capital is the starting point for relief and recovery, because
“collectivistic norms automatically facilitate neighbor helping neighbor to provide shelter, rebuild
homes, and share food and medicines”138. In Taiwan, the collectivist nature of society
“predisposes people to undertake mutually beneﬁcial collective action”139.
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Spirituality, which advocates non-material values, plays an important role in a victim’s recovery.
Having a faith can help survivors more than non-believers. Many studies have explored the role
of religion in coping capacity. For example, a longitudinal study of 135 individuals who were
grieving a death or trauma found that the strength of spiritual belief was an independently
significant predictor of the symptoms of grief140.
Koenig141 lists a wide range of disasters where researchers have found that spirituality, also
classified by some as philosophical, intellectual or contemplative coping styles, has empowered
survivors and helped them recover, or has prevented psychosocial stress altogether. The author
goes on to suggest a number of reasons why religion is effective in supporting recovery.
Empowerment is central to all of the explanations; for example, it can give the believer a sense
of control and strength over themselves and their situation; it can promote hope, optimism,
purpose and motivation; it can guide positive decision-making and provide role models; and it
can provide a social network. The author concludes that spiritual support needs to be made
available post-disaster, and that those affected should be screened for “spiritual needs” and
referred to spiritual representatives “because of the potential long-term impact of unmet
spiritual needs on mental health”142. Spiritual support may also provide benefits for nonbelievers, which any initiative should acknowledge.
As a minimum recommendation in this regard, disaster management planning would benefit from
understanding the macro nature of the cultural belief system the affected community adheres
to. Further, there may be attributes that can be learned from these cultures, which can be applied
more widely, in the context of building cultures of resilience.
As we have seen in this Chapter, many intangible cultural factors can be problematic in disaster
management efforts. However, there are a number of empowering solutions for citizens,
communities and DMAs, to circumvent cultural issues and many of the same factors can become
solutions in their own right.
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CHAPTER THREE: Disaster Culture
Moore has coined the concept of “disaster culture”, whereby repeated disasters result in a
society developing new behaviours in relation to preventing, responding to and recovering from
a disaster143. Disaster culture consists of “those adjustments, actual and potential, social,
psychological and physical which are used by residents of such areas in their efforts to cope with
disasters which have struck or which tradition indicates may strike in the future”144. In contrast
to artificial cultures, disaster culture is naturally occurring as a response, an adaptation through
necessity, rather than deliberately imposed or created. These naturally occurring adaptations are
often then incorporated into all phases of the disaster cycle.
Weller and Wenger later used the term “disaster subculture”, describing it as a “residue of
learning”, as follows: “… previous community disaster activity provides some residue of learning
which is applied to subsequent situations. When these residues are preserved, we can speak of a
community possessing a "disaster subculture"”145. Thus, disaster culture concerns both
tangible/material cultural adjustments, as well intangible/non-material cultural adjustments.
The adjustments or adaptations that Moore originally referred to imply that disaster cultures
provide some of the elements necessary for building resilience. As such, disaster cultures can be
useful to DMAs. Today there is a strong focus on resilience and disaster resilient cultures. As
explained previously, this has led to the strategic ambition of many actors (governments,
international organisations, NGOs, etc.) to develop a “culture of resilience”. The term is used in
much the same way as disaster culture146.
Disaster culture has many dimensions and can draw on knowledge from centuries past. The field
of geo-mythology, for example, can help build a picture of how people avoided, mitigated and
survived previous natural disasters. Geo-mythology “explores local knowledge to aid the
compilation of volcanic eruptive histories, focusing on oral histories and traditional beliefs that
retain information about hazard events that may not be obvious in the geological record”147.
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Disaster culture has a differential effect according to type of disaster, according to Rajan148. He
argues that for “more conventional disasters, such as famines, floods, and cyclones … a prior
systemic recognition of potential threats and a concomitant erection of reactive mechanisms, in
addition to effective training” makes the government response more effective149. He was
specifically comparing these disaster types with the industrial “Bhopal gas disaster”150. In other
words, the government response to major industrial hazards is often less effective than for
natural disasters, due to prior experience with naturally occurring disasters.
Some in the field have pointed to the fact that the oral history and collective knowledge of
disaster cultures are part of a society’s cultural heritage. The World Disaster Report of 2014, for
example, classes disaster culture as a type of intangible cultural heritage, since it is concerned
with the preservation of traditional ways of life and ancestral memory151.
Disaster culture includes national or regional adaptive strategies, as well as those occurring at the
localised, community level and at an individual level. Japan and the Netherlands are the most
obvious examples of countries with a very strong disaster culture. Both are exposed to a relatively
high level of risk to disasters, yet have consistently low levels of mortality and damage (see for
example the annual World Risk Report). These and other countries demonstrate the power of
harnessing collective and historical knowledge for the prevention and mitigation of disasters and,
perhaps indicatively, it can be difficult to distinguish between artificially imposed cultures and
naturally occurring adaptations in these cases. Their model of disaster management is aimed at
prevention and preparedness, rather than relief and recovery.
Japan has been hailed as a world leader in disaster prevention and preparedness152153, as a result
of suffering multiple disasters, primarily earthquakes. They have built up and, crucially, acted on
a detailed bank of knowledge about the nature of the hazards they face. In 1923, an earthquake
with an epicentre at Oshima Island devastated Tokyo and the Kanto area. The day the earthquake
happened, September 1st, is now known as Disaster Prevention Day. Prevention measures include
building techniques and materials that can withstand shocks, regular community evacuation drills
and some of the most advanced early warning systems. Clearly, the Fukushima disaster
148
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demonstrates how this learning process is dynamic and there are always going to be experiences
that can generate new knowledge.
The Netherlands is made up of land that is one third below the sea level, with the remainder close
to the sea level. Inevitably, the country has suffered serious floods, most notably in 1916 and
1953. It only exists because of the local environmental knowledge it took to construct the system
of dikes much of it was constructed on. As a result, there is a national disaster culture that is
manifested in wider cultural norms. The Dutch have successfully prevented flooding with a
complicated flood defence system.

1. Becoming a Critical Stakeholder in Disaster
Management
The two examples above show how an entire nation can exploit their disaster culture. There are
also numerous examples where communities adapt their local environment, despite pressure to
move away from risk-prone areas. At a local level in disaster cultures, citizens sometimes
successfully become part of empowered communities that collaboratively manage the disaster
risks affecting their own land and livelihoods. Where DMAs channel the knowledge, skills and
practices of a disaster culture, citizens and communities necessarily become “critical
stakeholders” in the formal disaster management process, due to the essential local adaptive
strategies they adopt and the knowledge of risks that they hold.
Practical adaptation strategies aimed at preventing disasters for the Singas villagers in the
Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea, for example, have become part of their everyday routine.
Their village floods annually, but they remain resident on the banks of the Markham river because
their livelihood depends on it, to be close to amenities, and because they believe they are
experienced enough to manage the risk154. They prevent disaster each year by means of several
adaptive strategies.
One strategy is that villagers use planning strategies and building methods that are most
appropriate for floods. They identify safe building sites, reinforced by drainage systems that redirect flood water and planting systems that create stability in the soil. Then, buildings are
constructed on stilts or on mounds. Secondly, the village has strong community cohesion,
whereby they share resources and experiences and proactively support each other. This was
generated by regular community meetings with effective leadership and through a mutual need
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for community survival. The “environmental strategies” they adopt, include the wealth of
knowledge that allows them to identify and respond to early warning signs (preparing for
evacuation following heavy rains and/or dangerous river behaviour) and then adopting their preprepared disaster plans. The villagers also choose crops that survive floods 155.
Other examples show how even smaller scale “cosmetic” adaptations to buildings, such as
providing permanent raised storage areas, can be used alongside other adaptions to proactively
manage risks. In Marietta, Ohio, people pre-empt the mud and sewage from flooding, by putting
fresh water in their basements. In this way, they mitigate the impact of the flooding on their
property156. Shaw157provides another example in Eastern Terai in Nepal. Physical damage to the
environment from flash flooding is the main concern, rather than loss of life. Local technical
knowledge means that elevated storage areas and platforms for food, livestock or people are
built, that houses are constructed using materials and methods that have been tested in floods
over time and that drinking water is protected.
Some of the most valuable aspects of a disaster culture, as shown, are the well-established
farming, building and other land use techniques that have been modified, perfected and passed
down through generations. Again, it is an example of the kind of skills and knowledge that can be
harnessed to empower local citizens into becoming critical stakeholders in the disaster
management process.
The built environment, in particular, is one example where disaster culture can reduce risk to
hazards through the “cultural adaptation” of buildings. Following a disaster, the physical
infrastructure can be re-built stronger, based on tested materials and techniques. This requires
assessing which structures withstood shocks or impacts and why, as well as using the traditional
building skills and knowledge of local citizens. Put another way, “cultural adaptations” in the built
environment refers to the capitalization of “existing traditional wisdom on construction materials
and technologies, since it has been tested over generations and is best suited to the local
environment and culture”158. These adaptations depend on three factors, present in most natural
hazards – repetition, forewarning and extensive damage159.
It is not unusual to see photos and videos of post-disaster scenes, where some buildings remain
standing in the midst of the destruction of all other buildings. There are numerous examples of
localities that suffered increased damage and fatalities due to construction that was not designed
with disasters in mind. Research suggests that it is often the older, vernacular buildings that use
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traditional methods, which survive better than modern buildings160. Destroyed buildings may
then be replaced with structures using reinforced concrete, concrete block and other nontraditional materials due to fashion, population pressure, the loss of traditional materials like
wood, for example, and the “economics of the cinderblock”161. This directly impacts cultural
heritage and increases risk so that “in some countries, the result is often a marked deterioration
in the structural integrity of buildings, a decline in traditional building skills and a loss of heritage
value that exposes a growing population to future disasters”162.
Whilst it is a fair point that “few urban dwellers would be prepared to forego their modern
apartment for a Maya or Inca dwelling”163, many “developed” countries have also taken steps to
adopt these lessons from their disaster culture.
Bankoff164comprehensively discusses the centuries-long development of “seismic architecture”,
which is both a preventative and recovery strategy in disaster management. He explains how the
three world regions of the Eastern Mediterranean, southern Europe and the Himalayan arc have
“evolved in many ways a common response to that threat [earthquakes] through seismic
architecture”165. He discusses how the Eastern Mediterranean “appears to be one of the cradles
of seismic engineering”166, especially in Greece and Turkey, where reinforced beams and other
techniques provide some protection from earthquakes. In southern Europe; Portugal, Spain and
Italy have developed a “three-dimensional wooden-framed cage”167 system. Kashmir has
developed techniques that share similarities with both of the above approaches.
Pakistan may be the “most impressive example of the increased acceptance of traditional
construction for earthquake hazard mitigation to date”168. A change in policy came after the 2005
earthquake in Kashmir. They have now approved two types of timber based construction, to
encourage more construction with proven resistance to earthquakes, rather than using
reinforced concrete.
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2. From Common Citizen to Actor Citizen
Individuals in disaster culture communities also demonstrate modified behaviours when faced
with a disaster, because collectively, they are experienced in responding to the anticipated crisis.
In effect, they move from being common or passive citizens to actor citizens in the disaster
management process. This is commonly achieved by re-enacting roles adopted in previous
disasters and by drawing on collective memories about early warning signs, passed down through
oral traditions.
Culture contributes to shaping the way in which people behave and the roles they adopt during
or immediately following a disaster. In the context of disaster culture, roles previously adopted
or witnessed during a disaster can be re-enacted and improved in another disaster situation. As
Granot states; “disaster subculture includes roles and behaviour norms which both individuals
and groups must enact when appropriate. … These roles, ever present below the surface, may
remain unused for years until next invoked by circumstances”169. This prior, intangible cultural
knowledge can save lives and property, make disaster management efforts easier and empower
individuals to manage their own risks by becoming actor citizens. As Weller and Wenger point
out, one of the main benefits of disaster culture in this regard, is that it can “lessen the ambiguity
and difficulty in coordinating disaster response”, since “fewer necessary adaptations to the
disaster context have to emerge”170.
Prior experience of disasters can mean that the impact causes less overall damage to people:
“Dangers that would cause less experienced individuals and groups considerable trauma, tend to
be taken in stride. Humans seem to prefer familiar dangers to those unknown”171. The 2004
Indian Ocean Tsunami has shown how a disaster culture taught some among the Moken coastal
communities in Myanmar and Thailand, as well as the residents of Simeulue island, Indonesia, to
run to higher ground when the sea drastically recedes, thus preventing loss of life in their
communities.
The traditionally nomadic Moken people, who still rely heavily on the sea, inhabit hundreds of
islands in Myanmar and Thailand. Following the Tsunami in 2004 in the region, relatively fewer
people died among some of their coastal settlements. Witness accounts indicate that their
disproportionate survival is likely to be attributed to collective knowledge from previous
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tsunamis, passed down through oral traditions, which encouraged them to move to higher
ground172.
There are around 78,000 residents on Simeulue Island, Indonesia, but only seven people died as
a result of the tsunami in 2004. Research among survivors again shows that it was oral history of
previous tsunami experiences that empowered local people to evacuate to higher ground173. One
personal account described how a man’s grandmother had died in a previous tsunami in 1907.
He attributed his survival to his grandfather and others, who had shared the unfolding of events
in 1907, which meant he understood the early warning signs and could, in turn, warn others174.
There was a similar finding in Chile, following the 2010 earthquake, when people evacuated to
higher ground. However, visitors to the coast were less likely to survive the tsunami because
“they were not part of the culture that had enabled the coastal communities to read and respond
to their environment”175.
The passing down of disaster stories to the next generation, or indeed passing across of stories
to decision-makers today, is losing value, as the following excerpt outlines:
In a context of rapid change and complex interactions between ‘local’ and ‘global’ scales,
some local knowledge and practices which used to contribute to disaster risk reduction are
eroding. They include local environmental knowledge and community memories carried in
stories of dangers and past events. Some is becoming less relevant, but much that would
be helpful is being lost when it is most needed.176
Disaster culture also affects the decision to evacuate. Research is contradictory as to whether
previous experience encourages or discourages evacuation however. For example, in response to
typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines, some people did not evacuate because they believed their
previous experiences with disasters gave them the capacity to deal with the impending
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disaster177. Another study, using a hypothetical natural disaster, found that “those who reported
a willingness to follow instructions lived in areas with a disaster history”178.

3. Taking Account of Disaster Culture in Disaster
Management
With regard to tangible cultural heritage; if we accept that “all disasters affect the built
environment”179, that disasters are on the increase, and that more and more people are forced
to live in unsafe locations, then the responsibility to take account of disasters in construction
becomes of primary, not secondary importance. Safer building practices can help prevent
disasters altogether and buildings can be modified to prepare for disasters. Infrastructure needs
to be rebuilt stronger, to mitigate damage.
Warner and Engel180 and many other scholars, recommend involving the property owners in
construction and reconstruction. The participation of affected citizens in decision-making not
only empowers them by giving them ownership of the process, but also allows for the transfer of
the valuable traditional technical skills that will ensure the sustainability of construction 181.
More broadly, the World Disasters Report of 2014 contends that protecting cultural heritage,
including the knowledge and skills developed in disaster cultures, is not only useful for disaster
management, but should be prioritised alongside other more common concerns, as follows:
Of great significance, if less understood, is the positive role that heritage can play in
reducing a disaster’s impacts on people’s lives, properties and livelihoods … Protecting
heritage from disasters is … not a luxury, but a fundamental consideration to be given
priority together with other humanitarian concerns, especially when traditional knowledge
and sustainable practices that ensured a certain level of protection from the worst effects
of natural hazards or human-made disasters are being progressively abandoned.182
The report also states that there is a need to:
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… further assess local knowledge and practices in order to strengthen good local practices
(those which are sustainable and equitable) and attenuate unsustainable ones. Ultimately,
understanding local knowledge and practices is a precondition for integrating local contexts
and needs into DRR programs. DRR projects would benefit in combining external, scientific
knowledge with local knowledge in order to create innovative and sustainable solutions.183
More specifically, they recommend a range of measures that integrate local knowledge into
disaster management. For example, they recommend that local and scientific knowledge are
combined for hazard mapping and other risk assessments; that affected citizens are consulted
about safe building locations; that there is “learning from local knowledge to create new
concepts, methods or strategies” and to strengthen local coping mechanisms.
Disaster culture, therefore, has a huge and obvious role to play in contributing to community
resilience and sustainability and at the same time in protecting cultural heritage, reducing risk
and empowering citizens. It can also contribute to building resilience, as follows; “Research is
revealing an increasing number of examples where heritage and the continuity of traditional
practices have made such positive contributions to resilience”184.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Vulnerable Groups
Culture is not directly concerned with, for example, age-related roles, gender roles or ethnicity,
whereas empowerment concepts acknowledge that factors such as these can lead to the greatest
powerlessness amongst people. It is often the cultural context that is responsible for that
powerlessness. For example, women often hold less power than men in many societies. Thus,
when thinking about how culture can empower people, it is important to consider how culture
affects the situation of the most vulnerable and marginalised populations in disasters, as this
chapter attempts to do.
It is well known that disasters do not affect people equally and some people are more vulnerable
than others. Some of the more vulnerable people in disaster situations appears to be women, the
elderly, children, the disabled, ethnic minority groups and recent migrants 185. These individuals
are “at risk mainly due to lack of access to resources and lack of choices, rather than lack of
knowledge”186.
Gender and age are discussed exclusively here, since research on these factors is more advanced
and they have been singled out by the UN Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 20152030 for special attention, across policy and practice. These serve as examples of how vulnerable
groups can become powerless in the disaster management process, as well as how they can
become more empowered.

1. Gender
Women are disproportionately affected by disasters compared to men. One study has shown, for
example, that women are fourteen times more likely to die in natural disasters, following an
examination of disasters in 141 countries187. There were multiple specific reasons for this,
including that they saved their children first, that they could not leave their home without a man
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and that the evacuation shelters were perceived as unsuitable. The study found that women with
a lower socio-economic status are particularly at risk. As the authors state, there are complex
causes for this increased vulnerability. There are “underlying cultural, social and economic
patterns that lead to a low socio-economic status of women and thereby generate their specific
vulnerability to natural disasters”188.
Numerous studies have found that gender roles persist in disaster situations and this may be a
contributing factor to women’s disproportionate vulnerability. Women often continue to take the
lead in childcare, care for other dependants and domestic responsibilities. In patriarchal societies
in particular, the inevitable increase in care and domestic responsibilities following a disaster,
falls on women. Many women, for example, will be tasked with re-establishing the domestic
environment, whilst caring for dependants. Responsibilities may also increase due to the loss,
abandonment or migration of partners to find work. Many women must then also find an income,
raise a family alone and tend to become more vulnerable to exploitation, abuse and poverty. A
number of studies have shown that women are more likely to suffer violence and sexual assault
either whilst the disaster is happening or immediately afterwards189. Men can be affected by role
reversals, whereby they take on domestic and care responsibilities.
Research has shown that information about disasters, as well as warnings, need to be conveyed
to women in a way that is suitable for them, to increase their chance of survival. For example, in
Cambodia, warning signals and educational information about floods are transmitted through TV,
radio, community leaders and other means. A study found that the information often did not
reach women because, for example, their houses were in isolated locations, they did not hear or
understand loudspeaker messages, they did not meet with community leaders or they were too
busy to concentrate on radio broadcasts190.
Globally speaking, women “are more restricted in their capacity to recover from environmental
disaster, are less involved in decision-making and therefore have limited capacity to express their
needs”191. This is especially the case where women have less access to land and resources.
Risk assessments, in the aftermath of a disaster, should extend to all citizens equally. However,
at worst; “risk assessments and subsequent decisions are often influenced by powerful
stakeholders and should not be considered to be objective assessments that equally take into
account risk to all populations”192. Women and other vulnerable populations can lose out under
these circumstances.
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The prevention and preparedness stages of the disaster cycle are the ideal time to tackle many
of these issues and causes of vulnerability amongst women, which result in the disproportionate
disaster impacts they face. Solutions could include addressing gender-biased planning and
developing or nurturing capacities, for example.
It is important that women are enabled to be actor citizens in the planning process of disasters.
Yet, because gender roles persist, women’s views are often side-lined in disaster planning. To this
end, the UN has been encouraging “gender mainstreaming” across national policies and laws for
many years and continues to do so with the Sendai Framework. This is a key way in which to
counteract vulnerability and prevent or mitigate disaster impacts. Women do play an increasing
role in disaster management, but in some parts of the world, such as Asia Pacific; “these roles are
mostly invisible, rarely acknowledged and not included into formal systems” 193.
Capacity building of women, with the aim of reducing their vulnerability in disasters, is essential.
Many studies suggest that women should be encouraged and supported to take leadership roles,
for example, which supports the development of resilience and again, reduces vulnerability. This
could start from an early age and may also encourage responsible citizenship and good family
values, according to some194.
It is also important to acknowledge and nurture the existing capacities women have, that can
contribute to more effective disaster management. This aspect is not as widely accepted into
policy and practice. For example, women appear to have stronger social networks than men,
which become a vital resource in the response and recovery stages. In re-establishing the
domestic environment, women draw on their social networks to procure water, food and a place
to sleep for example195. The traditional, socially constructed gender roles assigned to women
means that they are already central figures in disasters. As such, “at the grass roots level,…
women are often well positioned to manage risk due to their roles as both users and managers
of environmental resources, as economic providers, and as caregivers and community
workers”196.
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Neumayer and Pleumper suggest that policy makers, NGOs and the academic community “need
to pay closer attention”197 to two aspects, in order to better protect women during the response
and recovery stages of a disaster. One aspect to pay attention to is the medical, economic and
security issues that women face. Another is to develop “mechanisms to ensure fair and nondiscriminatory allocation of relief resources”198. This is perhaps a limited recommendation,
against the backdrop of the huge amount of valuable research undertaken by the authors, but
highlights that DMAs need to be critically aware of cultural factors that render people powerless
and vulnerable in disasters. A very practice-oriented “good practice checklist for gender and
diversity in disaster risk reduction” from the Red Cross, for use during the preparedness, response
and recovery stages, is highly instrumental and has been annexed hereto as Appendix 1.

2. Age
2.1 Children
Children are especially vulnerable in disasters. As a minimum impact, a disaster is likely to be
severely disruptive to their everyday lives; interrupting education and family life and removing
familiar community references. Other children may lose care providers, have to live in temporary
housing for protracted lengths of time and have no finances. For all children, their vulnerability is
increased after a disaster and to survive, they may be drawn into exploitative practices such as
prostitution or gangs. One study in the UK calls for greater empowerment of children in disaster
management as a solution.
Flooding in the UK has become the most serious natural hazard the country faces199. One project,
that explored children and young people’s views, found that they provided “the first in-depth
exploration of children’s experiences of flooding in the UK”200. The researchers recommend
involving children in disaster management because flood risk management will be “more robust
and demonstrate greater legitimacy”, and “where flood-affected children and young people are
enabled to contribute their experience to flood risk management, this enhances their own
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recovery and resilience”201. Using a creative arts methodology, the study worked with children
aged 6 to 15 years in two schools in England. The discussions focused on the winter storms over
the previous two years.
The authors outline that the recovery process was the most damaging for the children and young
people. They felt a strong sense of loss with regard to sentimental possessions, friendships, social
networks, familiar spaces and their education. They also revealed feelings of isolation, anxiety
and unfairness because they were unable to share their experiences, often could not sleep or
play and because affected families received differential support. Living in temporary
accommodation and relocating several times added to their hardship because of a lack of space
and a poor diet, for example. The uncertainty lasted for years sometimes.
A fundamental recommendation of the above report, was that children should become actor
citizens in the flood management process and not be seen as “passive victims”. The authors
recognised that, overall, “a fundamental shift is required in the way policy is conceived”202. They
argue that children and young people can be agents of change and can make important
contributions to capacity building.
Children, like all vulnerable groups, have existing capacities which can be nurtured and can
support more effective disaster management during all disaster stages. Children can, for example,
pass on information to and involve other family members in disaster awareness raising and
planning; they “tend to have a clear and uncluttered view about risks”203; and their creativity,
open-mindedness and enthusiasm can make them catalysts for change204. In essence, children
can be effective actor citizens, with the appropriate guidance.
From the children’s side, they also wanted to be more involved. They wanted everyone involved
to be more supportive of children by listening to them and taking account of what they might be
experiencing. They wanted their families to be more honest with them and keep them better
informed because they found they were more afraid when they did not know what was
happening205.
Acknowledging and taking account of children’s voices and needs was also felt to be the
responsibility of insurance companies in the UK, as follows: “insurance companies could improve
their practices by developing more effective assessment and consistent approaches to repair,
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recovery and resilience which acknowledge the needs of children”206. Indeed, one of the main
outputs of the project was a document detailing “ten tips” for insurers to better support children.
These included: accounting for children’s voices; providing money for increased transport and
food costs; providing child-friendly policy guidance; supporting “frontline” workers to avoid
disputes in front of children; avoiding talk of “back to normal”, instead referring to a “new
normal”; and supporting and lobbying for flood resilience regulations and infrastructure. The
children also suggested that it should be easier to find independent information about policies207.
Educating children about disaster risks is another approach to reducing their vulnerability. It has
increasingly become a central pillar of the DRR approach for many countries. Japan, in particular,
places significant importance on building a culture of prevention in schools. The UK, however, has
no formal flood education programmes in schools or the wider community in England and Wales,
despite a high level of risk (at the time of the report publication). The children in the study were
also enthusiastic about this approach. They want to learn about flood warnings and risks and to
make a “flood plan”, all of which can take place in schools and in the community. According to
the research, schools can also communicate with flood-affected families, open IT suites after
school and arrange for affected children to talk to each other; and the curriculum can include
flood education and involve teachers and parents.
Petal sums up some of the benefits of disaster prevention education as follows:
Disaster prevention education is important at all ages, not just once during a child’s school
career. This participation can provide lifelong benefits in terms of analytical thinking,
problem-solving, empowerment and good citizenship. It can be the inoculation against
death, injury, trauma, loss of home and livelihood, and cultural heritage.208

2.2 The Elderly
The main difficulties faced by elderly citizens in disasters tend to include social and economic
isolation (including access to resources) and physical and mental health issues.
One study explored two different disaster phases (preparedness and response) in two different
countries. It noted that the issues the elderly participants identified were similar: “Both groups
identiﬁed issues related to protecting the rights of the older person and preventing loss of
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independence in responding and preparing for a disaster, mistrust of government and access to
resources and all expressed strong feelings of self-responsibility”209.
The authors interviewed nine people aged at least 60 years, who had all been affected by a range
of disasters on the east coast of the USA. The authors acknowledged that “while NGO agency
perspectives are obvious, those of the older population are not. It is still not clear whether they
are getting what they need, want and expect”210.
Many studies have found that older people are more likely to experience physical problems after
disasters211. Changes in family structure are also a problem, as people become displaced. Older
citizens may need housing and other support, which they did not previously. There is an added
danger that authorities decide dependent older people can and should continue to be looked
after by their carers, whilst in reality, the carers themselves may be struggling to cope. Finally,
older people may have difficulties in accessing relief resources due to their psychophysical
limitations.
Again, much of the best practice guidance described previously, also applies to elderly citizens.
One of the main ways in which elderly people can be better supported is that they are “seen,
heard and understood; have equal access to essential support services; and have their potential
and contribution recognised, valued and supported”212. This includes adequate consultation and
inclusion for older people, since: “… under the right conditions, consultation can entail important
tangible beneﬁts for the older population in humanitarian crisis”213. Further research in this
regard is recommended, since “reports referring to consultation with older people affected by
disasters indicate insufﬁcient consultation”214. Perhaps the most empowering solution proposed
is that older people “must be included in the design of disaster response and preparedness
information and be seen as a rich resource in helping any society prepare for disasters”215.
With regard to physical mobility and isolation issues, elderly people may not be mobile or well
enough to move to safety. To ensure this does not happen, DMAs could also use an outreach
approach, using likely support networks and enquiring with civic, religious and other leaders216.
The physical difficulties that older citizens face means that they need additional and adequate
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resources to cope, such as good quality bedding, warm clothes and blankets, appropriate food
and medications.
Elderly citizens also have capacities that can be useful and better supported in disaster situations,
but that may be overlooked. HelpAge International recommends that, because of their wealth of
experience, they may make more effective leaders during the response stage, and/or “encourage
conflict resolution and community justice, and foster problem solving” 217. The report also
suggests that older people may have greater experience-based coping capacities that can be
passed on to others in the community, with regard to, for example, “traditional survival systems”
and “appropriate technologies”. They can help maintain links to the past, as a coping strategy.
Their “sense of history can help preserve communities’ cultural and social identity, even in
situations such as refugee camps, where corrosive ‘camp culture’ can predominate”218. The
report also points out that: “older people are more likely to be aid givers than receivers”, giving
practical help such as childcare and providing an additional family income219.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Disaster Management Approaches
The recognition of cultural influences and the acceptance of their impacts, both in impeding and
enhancing disaster management, must inevitably lead to a shared theoretical and practical
understanding of how to deal with and harness cultural differences in communities. DMAs must
adopt an approach, a framework, a strategy, that tackles cultural differences. Coupled with this
is the need for DMAs to reflect on their own internal cultures and practices. This is just as
important for the managing of cultural barriers and resources, but has not been discussed in great
detail here. There are a number of approaches, models or methodologies that DMAs could adopt.
This report has looked at CBDM in particular and the current push for developing artificial
“cultures of” prevention, safety and resilience.
CBDM is an approach to disaster management that D7.1 has already referenced, including a
synthesis of some case studies. D7.1 outlines how CBDM is an important framework for DMAs,
because it puts local communities at the heart of disaster management and it better promotes
sustainable disaster management for the long-term. As such, this report has looked more closely
at the merits of using a CBDM approach, or an approach that “borrows” elements from CBDM.
CBDM can be defined as a disaster management approach “whereby a community systematically
manages its disaster risk reduction measures towards becoming a safer and resilient
community”220. In practice, “CBDM works through deliberate engagement of community
members in a way that empowers them to address the root causes of their vulnerabilities by
transforming social, economic and political structures that generate inequality and leave them
susceptible to further disasters”221. As will be seen, the approach appears to both empower
communities and respect and exploit cultural factors.
CBDM is an approach that has remained largely in the domain of NGOs but is also promoted by
the UN and has been adopted at the national level in some countries. Since 1999, CBDM became
the “core principle” of the Disaster Management Planning Unit of UNCRD 222. It was adopted in
recognition of the value and effectiveness of local community involvement in disaster
management, in particular in their role as the primary and first responders in disasters. Despite
international and evidence-based support, the approach appears not to be well-established in
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general terms. Two problems may contribute to this gap. Firstly, CBDM, by its very nature, needs
to be tailored to the local context and therefore, there is no one-size-fits-all model. This is both a
strength and a weakness of the approach. Secondly, the guiding principles and processes of CBDM
can also be applied to many projects, but labelled something different.
A handful of national and international government institutions provide some standardised
guidelines for CBDM adoption. This report draws on some of these best practice guidelines to
give an outline of the main processes, tools and outputs of the approach, in relation to culture
and empowerment.
This report has identified six key processes that are recommended in a CBDM approach, based
on a review of several best practice guidelines223224225226.
1. Groundwork – Building political commitment, establishing national government
“facilitators” to manage CBDM; devolving powers and budget to local levels; selection of
communities based on high levels of social and hazard vulnerability; advocating for
legislation and policy to include CBDM. It can be completed by coalitions of local
stakeholders pressuring government.
2. Community ownership – The creation of a CBDM organisation or extension of scope of
existing organisation; identification of local “champions” to drive motivation and
government pressure; participatory/collaborative risk, capacity, needs and hazard
assessments; agreement of guiding principles, such as a focus on gender, trust development
and sustainability.
3. Capacity development – Training strategy for local actor citizens; creation of enabling
environments in local level institutions; creating a critical mass of trainers and facilitators
from local to highest possible levels; actively developing high level strategic policies;
building awareness and enhancing coping capacities; development of cross-community
communication networks. The individuals responsible for capacity building vary by country
and locality.
4. Risk management strategy – Collaborative development of a Risk Management Plan;
agreement on acceptable level of risks.
5. Implementation of plans – Establishment of infrastructure such as appropriate, effective
communication flows; establishment of roles and responsibilities during disaster;
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management of resources such as equipment, information, services, experts; actioning of
hazard mitigation measures; actioning of regular emergency response measures, such as
evacuation drills, first aid deployment, search and rescue.
6. Monitoring and evaluation – Agreement on performance metrics; measurement of training
effectiveness; monitoring of hazards, risks and capacities; independent evaluation of
programme.
What follows is a brief explanation of the way in which the approach, or cherry picked parts of
the approach, could go some way in addressing and exploiting cultural factors and empowering
communities.

1. Community Empowerment and Resilience
The majority of studies reviewed for this report have recommended the participation of citizens
and communities for a variety of reasons relating to cultural factors. This CBDM approach
represents one such way in which citizens can become actor citizens and take ownership of the
entire disaster management process. It does this primarily by ensuring that each stage is
“participatory” - involving or led by the local community. In fact, the direct involvement of the
community is the most important principle of the approach. Abarquez and Murshed assert that
“the community is the key actor as well as the primary beneficiary of the disaster risk
management process”227. This involvement is based on the premise that community
empowerment leads to greater resilience and sustainability. To quote D7.1: “a critical element of
sustainable disaster management has been communities’ participation”(p. 37). The sustainability
of the approach is achieved by several mechanisms, including devolving power to the local level,
developing or boosting the capacities of actor citizens and building lasting relationships and trust
across agencies.
Communities also “own” the process because they are directing all steps and decisions. Often this
involves new skills, such as carrying out assessments. Davies and Murshed explain one of the
reasons why it is important that locals are identified and trained in the skills necessary for CBDM:
“midwives, local religious leaders and school teachers can, when trained, make excellent
assessors since they may have the confidence of the local community”228.
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2. Respecting and Exploiting Culture
In terms of respecting local cultural contexts and needs, the guiding principles of CBDM call for
the observation of basic rights, the sharing of information about vulnerable populations, and the
cultural adaptation of metrics, amongst others229. The approach itself is necessarily adaptable to
the local context. The assessment process also takes account of differential risk perceptions.
Another way in which a CBDM approach respects cultural needs is in the identification of the
most vulnerable populations and the development of action plans targeting them. This is done
both by the selection of the most vulnerable communities to be eligible for any support (ideally
as part of a government programme), and then in turn by those communities themselves
identifying the most vulnerable populations in their locality.
With regard to the exploitation of cultural factors, a CBDM approach adopts several methods.
Local cultural knowledge is used to develop the risk, capacity and hazard assessments. For
example, older people can pass on vital knowledge about historical disasters, while others can
explain the local context of hazards, as follows: “when hazards are frequent local farmers can be
expert in drought assessment, riverboat owners may know about flooding and local builders may
know something about earthquakes”230.
During the capacity development stage, a CBDM approach emphasises the importance of building
networks and links with local as well as government agencies, to enable rapid decision-making
and ensure clarity of roles in advance, for example. This community social capital, in turn, builds
trust amongst all stakeholders.

3. Reducing Risk
One of the reasons a CBDM approach is advocated is because “most top-down disaster risk
management and response programs fail to address specific local needs of vulnerable
communities … and may in some cases even increase people’s vulnerability”231.
Putting affected communities at the heart of their own protection is argued to be a more effective
approach in mitigating impact and risk. Although it may be a more difficult and time consuming
method from a disaster management perspective, it has been argued as one of the best ways to
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address community needs and therefore, reduce risk. Shrestha et al.232outline some of the
reasons why the communities themselves are best placed to carry out disaster management in
their own locality. Firstly, communities know their local situation best: “no outsider can
understand the local opportunities and constraints as they do”233. Secondly, they are the
potential victims, so they have a personal interest in protecting themselves as well as in local
affairs affecting them. Thirdly, they are the main source or gateway for access to local resources.
A CBDM approach aims to address the root causes of disasters by, for example, challenging risk
perceptions and reducing vulnerabilities. The approach seems to have moved towards a focus on
risk management, as seen by the insertion of “risk” in the title of the some of the guidance, to
become “CBDRM”.
The social risk and natural hazard assessments, which then lead to the development of the Risk
Management Plan, are the key to reducing risk. In terms of hazard assessments (e.g. seasonal
calendars), it is actor citizens like the farmers, riverboat owners and builders again, whose
knowledge is vital in managing these risks. The risk assessments should consist of a detailed
analysis of all vulnerabilities (populations and social processes) that could lead to a disaster or
preventable impacts, including the root causes and pressures creating and sustaining the hazards
and the processes that could trigger the onset of a disaster.
Cultural factors, such as belief systems, perception of risk or propensity to act on risks, clearly
have a role to play in such risk assessments. It may be problematic for communities to identify
these objectively. External involvement from “facilitators” could help to start the discussions
around cultural factors, using tools such as the matrix produced by Cannon et al.234. The authors
offer two “matrices” for DMAs, to guide them in producing a synthesised understanding of
cultural factors they need to be aware of both for locals and the organisation itself. They say that
“using this approach, it may be possible to identify the ways that beliefs and behaviours around
risk can be acknowledged, transformed or overcome”235.

4. Capacity Development
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Finally, a key component of empowering affected communities and of the approach itself is the
need to enhance or cultivate local capacities. Capacity development needs to be wide-ranging
and include skills, knowledge, and behavioural change elements. There are a wide range of
capacities needed at each stage of the disaster cycle. The National Disaster Management
Authority of India236 recommends looking at the past, the disaster culture, and building on this
by looking at strategies for the future. The necessary functional capacities include assessment,
diplomacy, budgeting, advocating skills and knowledge, for example. Technical capacities include,
amongst others, the ability to address risks and develop public awareness tools and the collection
and publication of data.
CBDM includes a capacity assessment, which partly emerges from the risk and hazard
assessments. The reason for this is that the useful skills and knowledge will be revealed during
the assessment procedure. For example, natural leaders are likely to be more proactive in certain
tasks than others and could become the “champions”. Davies and Murshed state that these
capacities then become the resources needed to continue the project, as follows: “community
strengths revealed in this process become vital human resources”237.
Cannon et al. explain how the local cultural knowledge of employees in DMAs is also an important
resource that is often overlooked:
In many organizations, volunteers and staff who work with the local people are often aware
of the beliefs, decisions, needs and priorities on which these people’s livelihood activities
are based. But often they do not know what to do with this knowledge … The grass-roots
knowledge fades or is lost completely at higher levels of the organization’s administration,
where decisions are made within the organization’s own ‘culture’, involving financial,
logistical and donor constraints.238
This represents another possible area where capacities can be harnessed and enhanced. Using
these volunteers and other staff in this way could also serve to build long-term relationships and
rapport with local leaders who may also be the gatekeepers to the community.
A training strategy for actor citizens is important in building capacities in a CBDM approach. The
UNISDR has supported short training courses of CBDM in Pakistan, India, and Indonesia, for
example. The Asian Disaster Preparedness Centre also offers a short, generic training course on
“Community-Based Disaster Risk Reduction”, as well as tailor-made courses on “Community
Action for Disaster Response” (CADRE). Some guidance talks about the need for “many rounds of
capacity building”, without the pressure of deadlines. After 6-9 months, they say “communities
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are organised enough to do their own DRR plan and engage with duty bearers (systems,
institutions)” to move on to the implementation stage239.
These capacity building efforts undertaken by the locals would largely be carried out on a
voluntary basis. A number of studies show that during the response stage, those affected are
keen to share information with the wider public and DMAs (see D3.1) and to assist in a practical
sense (the wave of large numbers of Syrian refugees migrating to Europe from 2015, for example,
sparked widespread philanthropic interest across Europe). Recruiting willing local people to
invest their time before an event that may never occur in their lifetime has the potential for
problems. The promotion of the act of “volunteering” and philanthropism could be a useful way
in which to attract people. In some countries (such as the UK), volunteering has become popular
and is supported by the government, with the result that there is a strong infrastructure that
provides easy access to a wide range of volunteering opportunities. Such a pre-existing
infrastructure is one way in which DMAs could engage actor citizens more easily. Moreover, as
some of the literature used in WP4 states, by emphasizing the importance of helping other people
and saving lives through the promotion of volunteering, positive emotions are induced in citizens,
which then, in return, contributes to optimizing their risk and disaster behaviour 240. In other
words, the involvement in any kind of preparedness, response or recovery activities should be
linked with positive emotions in citizens, which will, then, increase the chance of people involving
in those activities.
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Conclusions
This report’s task was necessarily ambitious in its remit to consider how communities and
individuals can empower themselves or be empowered in disasters, in relation to cultural factors.
What is presented above are some of the main recurring issues and recommendations that
emerged in or from the academic and grey literature, which it is felt provides a workable set of
practical suggestions for the project Toolkit.
As one of four deliverables in WP7, this report complements D7.1 on concepts of empowerment
and will be further enriched by D7.2 (developed in parallel and relating to the linkages among
socio-economic and environmental factors and empowerment) and D7.4 (where the main
findings of D7.1, D7.2 and D7.3 will be capitalised on, for identifying the final WP7 conclusions
and recommendations to be utilised in the CARISMAND Toolkit drafting process and in the other
final CARISMAND outputs).
D7.1 recommends that citizens should be supported to identify their own localised vulnerabilities,
capacities, risks and solutions in disaster situations. This report further supports that finding and
puts forward a number of ways in which to achieve it.
Empowered communities and individuals who are proactive in planning, coordinating and rebuilding during disasters can be assisted to manage their own localities, or they can be more
formally involved in large-scale efforts. Numerous case studies demonstrate valuable lessons in
how DMAs collaborate with and train communities, years before disaster strikes, to enable them
to best design and operationalise a disaster plan themselves. A CBDM approach to disaster
management exemplifies this method. The guiding principles suggest that communities, not
DMAs are best placed to understand, manage and take advantage of the unique collective way
of life of the community, for the best outcomes in a disaster.
Individual citizens can also become critical stakeholders and community representatives working
formally with officials to create tailored disaster plans that take account of cultural differences.
Community leaders, for example, can act as gatekeepers to the community, influencing decisions
and behaviours internally and externally. Locals who can “read” the environment and have
adapted their behaviour and land use patterns over generations, as a result of the local “disaster
culture”, can also be useful experts in disaster planning and response. Individuals also have
existing capacities that can be nurtured and developed to assist in disasters, particularly in the
case of the most vulnerable groups affected by disasters. Local communities possess a wealth of
often untapped knowledge, skills, practices and capacities that are unique to their local culture.
DMAs need to harness these resources to improve the process overall. This is why local disaster
prevention plans, in which key citizens or local leaders can and should take part, are important.
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There is substantial evidence that involving and empowering local communities to take
ownership of the disaster management process, can yield a number of positive results. For this
reason, community involvement should not be seen as a conciliatory symbolic gesture that is
secondary to the “scientific”, “official” work. For example, apart from saving lives, collaboration
can foster long-term trust between DMAs and communities, smoothing response efforts and
preventing trust issues exacerbating impacts later on; it can give DMAs access to the local sociocultural landscape; and it can create a more sustainable recovery.
A thorough analysis of the relevant literature demonstrates that culture itself can be utilised to
empower communities and individuals. Paying heed to disaster cultures is the strongest example
of this, whereby collective memory, adaptive responses and adaptive practices can all contribute
to more effective disaster management. Local identities can also support the re-building of a
sense of place and encourage proactive responses in disasters. Families, with their particular
value systems, routines and the modes of expression within them, can aid coping skills. Strong
social capital increases the chances of survival. Ultimately, it is a mistake to perceive socio-cultural
factors as problems that need to be managed by DMAs. Instead, DMAs need to recognise the
value of culture as functional and empowering.
Attempts by DMAs to empower and involve communities, to navigate difficult cultural issues and
nurture functional cultural attributes may still not be enough to avoid or mitigate negative
disaster impacts. Equally, institutional power or circumstances can overwhelm decision-makers’
abilities to hear or involve local communities. In these cases, activism and collective pressure
from the bottom up may be one of the most appropriate and empowering courses of action. This
can take the form of “whistle-blowing”, advocacy and pressure groups and direct action via social
media and other mechanisms.
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Appendix 1: Good Practice Checklist for Gender
and Diversity in Disaster Risk Reduction
provided by the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies241.

Preparedness:
 Educate and advocate with local government officials and community leaders to fully
involve women and men, as well as marginalized groups, in disaster management
activities and decision-making.
 Carry out a systematic gender analysis of the different roles, responsibilities and socioeconomic status of men, women and other household members in needs assessments.
Make sure that the analysis includes a focus on diversity issues, such as the situation of
men and women who are poorer, ethnic minorities, elderly, disabled, etc.
 Strengthen both male and female capacity in activities such as risk mapping to enable
gender perspectives of risks and vulnerabilities to be identified through processes such
as vulnerability and capacity assessments.
 Promote proportional representation of women and men from diverse groups in the
decision-making process of community-based disaster risk reduction and preparedness
activities to ensure the social, cultural and economic gender aspects of risk reduction are
being addressed.
 Involve men and women from diverse groups actively in the planning, design,
construction, and maintenance of mitigation works.
 Work with and strengthen existing local organizations that represent women and diverse
groups in order to encourage community participation, either in the promotion, planning
or implementation of the programme.
 Ensure the full participation of local female and male Red Cross Red Crescent [or other
NGOs] volunteers in identifying at-risk areas, groups and individuals and in developing

241

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. (2010). A practical guide to Gender-Sensitive
Approaches for Disaster Management. Geneva: International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.
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community-based early warning systems that use the local tools and knowledge of both
men and women.
 Promote the involvement and engagement of both genders in community-based early
warning systems to ensure procedures are sensitive to both female and male needs,
including privacy, security and adequate protection of valuable assets like livestock, in
communal shelters”.

Response:
 Collect data on the age, gender and diversity of the affected population during
emergency needs-assessments. Conduct separate interviews with a cross-section of
affected men and women and compare the two sets of results when planning relief
assistance.
 Ensure that needs-assessment and response teams are gender and diversity balanced.
Recognize that in some cultures women can only talk to women.
 Make certain that procedures for relief registration and distribution do not accidentally
exclude women or vulnerable and marginalized groups or individuals, for example
households headed by women, the disabled or transgenders. Do not register
beneficiaries solely based on male heads of household.
 Consult with, and seek feedback from, both men and women to ensure the contents of
relief packages actually meet their respective needs and are socially and culturally
appropriate. Preferably this should be done as part of disaster preparedness planning
and pre-stocking of relief items.
 Provide both male and female health personnel, especially when cultural norms may not
allow the examination of women by male physicians and when women’s mobility may
be restricted.
 Ensure that relief assistance includes items (condoms and midwifery kits), and
information that meets both men’s and women’s reproductive health needs, including
protection against HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.
 Include counselling on domestic violence and alcohol abuse prevention when providing
psychosocial support. Ensure this support is sensitive to the needs of some men for help
coping with changes in their gender roles, i.e. caring for young children after loss of a
spouse.
 Design emergency and transitional shelters and support services (toilets, water supply,
lighting) that are responsive to the socio-cultural and economic needs and preferences
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identified by both affected men and women, and keep in mind privacy and safety
considerations.
 Identify the possible need to protect vulnerable men and women, including those from
ethnic minorities or who are older or disabled. Rigorously monitor, report on and
advocate for the safety of these groups”.

Recovery:
 Conduct a full gender analysis as an essential component of recovery needs assessment.
 Ensure that the team conducting the needs assessment is gender and diversity balanced.
Consult with, and fully involve, women and men from all social and economic groupings
in the affected communities when making decisions about the repair, design and
location of new housing and community infrastructures, such as water and sanitation
facilities and community halls.
 Encourage local participation in physical reconstruction, including the hiring of women
and providing them with training in construction-related skills.
 Obtain accurate information on the different roles women and men play in contributing
to the household’s food security or income, whether as family members or heads of the
household, and design livelihood recovery activities that meet the needs of both.
 Design housing, cash or food based assistance (home reconstruction, cash or food for
work, cash grants), that provides opportunities for both vulnerable men and women and
ensures that those without land title, such as squatters, unregistered migrants, and
female heads of household, are not missed. Pay all persons fairly and equally for
performing the work.
 Provide male and female health personnel to meet ongoing health and rehabilitation
needs, especially when cultural norms may not allow women to be examined by male
physicians, and when women’s mobility may be restricted.
 Ensure that recovery assistance continues to include items (condoms and midwifery
kits), and information that meets men’s and women’s reproductive health needs,
including protection against HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases.
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